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M ilo, Maine 
Annual Tow n Report
O f M unicipal A ctivities...........................................................................................................2017
TOWN MEETING SCHEDULE 
MONDAY, MARCH 12,2018
The polls for balloting on Elective Town Officials will be open at the Milo Town Hall Dining 
Room at 10:00 AM and will close at 7:00 PM.
MONDAY, MARCH 12, 2018 AT 7:00 PM
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STA T E  OF M A IN E  
O f f ic e  o f  t h e  G o v e r n o r  
1 STA TE H O U SE  STA T IO N  
A U G U S T A , M A IN E  
04333-0001
PAUL R  LePAGE 
GOVERNOR
Dear Citizens of Milo:
For the past seven years as your Governor, my priority has been to make Maine— our people—prosper. 
Helping you keep more, money in your wallet by reducing taxes has been part o f that mission.
Too many Maine families are facing skyrocketing property taxes that strain household budgets. Our 
elderly on fixed incomes are particularly vulnerable to these increases. School budgets are often blamed 
for annual increases in property taxes. But there’s another reason. A tremendous amount o f land and 
property value has been taken off the tax rolls, leaving homeowners to pick up the tab.
As of 2016, towns and cities owned land and buildings valued at nearly $5.5 billion statewide. Large and 
wealthy non-profits, such as hospitals and colleges, often escape paying property taxes on their vast real 
estate holdings—totaling more than $5.1 billion statewide.
In Maine, nearly 2.5 million acres o f land have been set aside for conservation by the federal and state 
governments and non-profit organizations, including land trusts. Municipalities are losing out on 
property taxes on an estimated $2 billion in land that has been either removed from the tax rolls or 
prohibited from development—shifting the cost o f municipal services to local homeowners through 
higher property taxes.
It’s time to recognize the results of taking property off the tax rolls and identify solutions to reduce the 
burden on our homeowners. My administration’s proposals have been met with staunch resistance,
In 1993, about 35,800 acres of land were documented as land-trust owned. That number has increased 
by an astonishing 1,270 percent. Land trusts now control over 490,000 acres with an estimated value o f 
$403 million. We must restore the balance. We will be working this session to ensure all land owners are 
contributing to the local tax base. It’s time for them to pay their fair share.
I encourage you to ask your local officials how much land in your municipality has been taken off the 
tax rolls, as well as how much in tax revenue that land would have been contributing today to offset your 
property taxes.
If ever I  can be o f assistance to you or if  you have any questions or suggestions, I encourage you to 
contact my office by calling 287-3531 or by visiting our website at www.maine.gov/govemor.
Sincerely,
Paul R. LePage 
Governor
PHONE: (207) 287-3531 (Voice) 888-577-6690 (TTY) FAX: (207) 287-1034
www.raaine.gov
Gacaoamrac«Gaoj<^ raGaGaoaoacac«m<^ c^ c«c«<^ cacaGacaGaGaoaoaoaoao«cac«cac«caoacacaGac«c«caGaGaGacacaGacacaoaoaGaGaGa
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SUSAN  M. COLLINS
MAINS
4).30inK5EN GSNATeofftCSClLJIl.niMn! v/ASJnKGrow.ct:?oeii>-i9M<»*J 234-2523 |J02j33‘J-*6$aiFAX> lE n l t e d  S t a t e s  S e n a t e
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-1904
Dear Friends:
It is.an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate, I am grateful for the trust the people of our State 
have placed in me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from this past year.
Maine has the oldest average age in the nation. As Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, my top three 
priorities for the Committee are fighting fraud and financial abuse directed at our nation’s seniors, increasing 
investments in biomedical research, and improving retirement security. Following the Committee’s 
investigation into, skyrocketing prescription drug costs, I authored bipartisan legislation to foster generic 
competition, which was signed into law. The Aging Committee’s toll-free hotline (1-855-303-9470) makes it 
easier for seniors to report suspected baud and receive assistance. To support the 40 million family caregivers 
in the United States, I am proud to have authored the RAISE Family Caregivers Act to create a coordinated 
strategy to support family members who make countless personal and financial sacrifices to care for their loved 
ones.
The opioid crisis touches families and communities across our state. As a member of the Appropriations 
Committee, I fought for significant increases in funding to support community, law-enforcement, and public 
health efforts. In April, the State of Maine was awarded over $2 million to fight this devastating public health 
crisis. Additionally, I have authored legislation to support grandparents and other extended family members 
who are raising grandchildren as a result of the nation’s opioid epidemic.
Biomedical research has the potential to improve and save lives, and also supports good jobs at research 
facilities here in Maine. Last year, the Appropriations Committee approved a $2 billion increase for the 
National Institutes of Health for the third consecutive year.. This includes an increase o f nearly 30 percent for 
research on Alzheimer’s, our nation’s most costly disease. As founder and co-chair o f the Senate Diabetes 
Caucus, I work to raise awareness of the threats posed by diabetes, invest in research, and improve access to 
treatment options. My bill to establish a national commission of health care experts on diabetes care and 
prevention was signed into law in 2017.
We owe our veterans so much. Last year, I worked to secure the authorization of a.Community-Based 
Outpatient Clinic in Portland to support the health care o f Maine’s veterans in the southern part of our state. I 
also worked to secure funding extensions to help veterans throughout rural Maine receive health care within 
their communities, I also worked to secure funding for housing vouchers for veterans to reduce veterans’ 
homelessness.
Maine’s contributions to our national security stretch Rom Kittery to Limestone. I successfully advocated for 
critical funding for projects at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for construction of an additional ship that will 
likely be built at Bath Iron Works. This funding will strengthen our national security and preserve great jobs in 
our state.
As chairman of the Transportation and Housing Appropriations Subcommittee, I worked to increase funding for 
the TIGER program that has provided Maine with more than $ 122 million for vital transportation projects. For 
housing, I worked to provide $ 160 million to help communities protect children Rom the harmful effects of lead 
poisoning.
Growing our economy remains a top priority. I supported the comprehensive tax reform bill because, it will 
help lower- and middle-income families keep more of their hard-earned money; boost the economy; and 
encourage businesses, both small and large, to grow and create jobs here in Maine and around the country. This 
legislation contains key provisions I authored that are important to Mainers, including preserving the deduction
c«c^ caoac!acacacacacacaGac«Gacaciac«Gac!«G«cacaGacaGacacaGacac«c4cacacacacac«Gacaoica9tcaG«GacaGaciacaeacacaGac«Gacaoacaca
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for state and local taxes, expanding the deduction for medical expenses, and enabling public employees such as 
firefighters, teachers, and police officers, as well as clergy and employees of nonprofits, to make “catch-up” 
contributions to their retirement accounts! I led the effort to ensure that the tax cut will not trigger automatic 
budget cuts to Medicare or any other programs.
A  Maine value that always guides me is our unsurpassed work ethic. As of December 2017,1 have cast more 
than 6,500 consecutive votes, continuing my record of never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service 
began in 1997.
I appreciate the opportunity to serve Piscataquis County and Maine in the United States Senate. If  ever I  can be 
o f assistance to you, please contact my Bangor office at 207-945-0417 or visit my website at 
www.collms.senate.gov. May 2018 be a good year for you, your family, your community, and our state.
Sincerely,
Susan M. Collins 
United States Senator
caGaGacaGacac«cacacaGaGacacac5aGacaGac«cacacacacaGSc«csac8cs.cacaGacsiGacaGaciaca(a<aGaGaGacacaGacaGac4cac«cac!acacaGac4ca
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ANGUS S. KING, JR.
MAINE
133 Hart Senate Office Building 
(202)224-53-14
Wcbsita: hi IfW/V.-.v.v.Ki fi(j. Son ato.gov
WASHINGTON,.DC 20510
COMMITTEES:
ARMED SERVICES 
BUDGET 
ENERGYAND 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
INTELLIGENCE
RULES AND ADMINISTRATION
January 3,2018
Dear Friends,
Representing Maine in the United States Senate is an honor.
I continue my work on the Senate Armed Services Committee, each year authorizing the funding required to 
build our military capabilities and ensuring that our service members are trained and equipped to defend our 
nation^ I Was pleased to be part o f a bipartisan effort to enact a new law to simplify the appeals review 
process to reduce the backlog our veterans are facing, a f  Well as a new law that provides critical funding to 
the VA Choice Program, allowing Veterans in rural Maine to access services closer to home.
While .my committee work is important, working to combat the.opioid epidemic is one of my top priorities. 
Although Congress has made some important strides, hiUch remains to be done to provide additional funding 
for prevention, treatmentand e#<?tcemejit.. 1 Wpfkirig’Wifh colleague? on .bOthr;sides of the hisle to 
pressure the Drug Enforcement Admihistration to reduce the amount of opioids produced and to thwart the 
flow of fentahyl and other deadly drugs into oUr country..
lam vefy optimistic about the integrated, multiagency effort,! ledwith Senator Col (ins to foster iimbyation. 
and cdiifmefciaiization in Maine’s forest economy. Through the Ecdnomie Deyelopmeni Assessment Team 
(EDAT) wb are already experiehcing increased federal investments that will strengthen our existing forest 
products ipciu^ ry nnd heip^ppoft^Ob creation in rural .communities initiatives like Cross Laminated 
Timbe.iy idombined ffeaf and Power, nanp^ eljm^  with bipbased materials and other blobased
products will mean that Maine’s woOd-basket Will continue to be a major jobs and economic contributor for 
oUr future,
Finally, the coming year will continue the work o f  the Senate  ^Select Committee on Intelligence in the 
ongoing lrtyestigatidft "Of Eussiap interference in the 2016 ejection. Cur Committee has held seven pub)ic 
hemlngsan^numfrous Classified sessions,1 reviewed tens ofthousands pfpageS Qf dQbumen'|s and conducted 
hundreds Ofinterviews. I remain focused on the security o f our elections.and committed to developing 
strategies ;td prevent interference -by foreign governments in our d emocracy.
May 2018 be a good year for you, your family, your community and bur great State.
AUGUSTA BANGOR .. PRESQUE ISLE
4 Gabriel Drive, Suita F1 202 Harlow Street, Si/ita 20350 163 Acat!eni^;$t/eet,:S.utte A
Augusta,TVlE'04330 Bangor, ME 044(31 Presque Isle, ME04769
(207) 622-3292 (2071945-8000 (207) 764^124
. In Miles CflUtolMieo 1rSW-^ 32-1S95 Printed on RacyiteiJ Paper
SCARBOROUGH 
383 US Soiite 1,Gviite-1C 
Scarborough, ME 04074 
(207) 885-1588
cacacacac«GacaGaGac)acaGac«cac«cacaGaGaGacacaGaGa<i«GacacacaG3:csa(«<taGaGac«GaGac«GacicaG9;cacacaciac«GaGac5a:GaGaGac«caG«Ga
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2nd Oisr-fticr, M a k i
COMMUTES ON 
FINANCIAL SERVICES
COMMITTEE ON 
VETSRANSJ AFFAIRS*
Washington, DC 
(2MJ 233-6306
o«3 e o f 3 lU jp r^ « itf lf( te
Town of Milo 
6. Pleasant St.
Milo, ME 04463
Fellow Mainers,'
It Is a true honor to serve on behalf of the honest and hardworking men and women of our Great State. As 
your Representative, I am proud that, by working with everyone -  Republicans, Democrats, and Independents 
-  we were able to achieve some major victories for Maine in 2017,
Creating and protecting jobs has been and remains one of my top priorities in Congress, and this year we had 
some big successes. Continuing our work from last Congress, I joined forces with Senators Collins and King to 
fight to ensure the Department of Defense uses American tax dollars to purchase American made products, 
like the shoes made by the nearly 900 hardworking Mainers at New Balance. Too often In the past, our foreign 
competitors made these shoes for our troops, but we won the fight this year and’now those shoes can be 
made in the Pine Tree State. This is a huge victory for the 900 hardworking Mainers at New Balance in 
Skowhegan, Norway, and Norridgewock.
In addition, the House of Representatives voted 418 - 1  to pass my bill to help business development and job 
creation in Old Town, and the House Natural Resources Committee voted unanimously in favor of my bill to 
help worm and clam harvesters settle boundary disputes with Acadia National Park. These are two more big 
wins for job creation in Maine, and I will not let up one inch until they become law.
Thankfully, this year we stopped the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) in its tracks and fought against other unfair 
trade deals. I testified before the International Trade Commission (ITC) on behalf of Colombia Forest Products 
in Aroostook County when illegal Chinese products were hurting their business and threatening its 161 
workers. I was thrilled the ITC ruled in favor of Mainers and against illegal Chinese manufacturers. Mainers are 
the hardest working people in the world and we can compete and win against anyone, but the rules must be 
fair.
As a new member of the House Veterans Affairs Committee, i created a Veterans Advisory Panel comprised of 
Maine Veterans from all corners of our Great State. This panel gives Maine Veterans a direct seat at the table 
and a voice in Washington, D.C. Together, we worked to address malpractice at Togus, resolved numerous late 
payments from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to several rural Maine hospitals, and settled dozens of 
Maine Veteran's disability claims at the VA.
Unacceptably, this past year multiple members of Congress committed sexual harassment in the workplace. 
This is reprehensible behavior and should not be tolerated anywhere. As the lead Republican, I Joined 
Democrats and Republicans to pass a resolution that significantly changes outdated sexual harassment 
procedures in the House of Representatives. Employees should always feel safe and comfortable In their own 
workplace, and it is past time Congress resolves this issue.
Lastly, I am extremely proud of the services that our Congressional office has been able to provide to help 
hundreds of Mainers in the past two years. Whether it Is a helping a Veteran navigate the bureaucracy at the
G«caGac«GaGacaGac«C5aGacac«GaoJca<acac«cao«caGacacacac5a;Gac«caGaGia.caGacaGacaGacaGacaGJcacac«c!aca{«caoicacacaG«Gacac!«csa;
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VA, assisting an elderly Mainer with Medicare issues, or advising a Mainer v/ith a case at the IRS, my office Is 
always available to help. I encourage anyone who is experiencing problems with a government agency, 
including our Veterans when dealing with the VA, to contact one of my Congressional offices in Maine— Bangor 
(942-0583), Lewiston (784-0768), Caribou (492-1600)— or visit my website at Poliauin.House.Gov.
.We have made great progress, but our work is far from over. The Great State of Maine and our Nation face 
many critical challenges. Please know that I am working hard, every day, to serve you and that I will continue 
to work here at home and in Washington D.C. for our families, Veterans, elderly Mainers, local small 
businesses and communities. It is an honor to represent you and our fellow Mainers in Congress.
cscacacacacacacacac5aGaoaGacacaca<«GaciaG4caGacacaGaGaG8c«caioa.caGaiGacacacacaca.Ga.caoacac«cacacac!acaoacaca<iacacacaGacaca
Best wishes,
Bruce Poilquin
Maine's 2nd District Congressman
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Senator Paul T. Davis, Sr.
3 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0003 
(207) 287-1505
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to represent you in the Maine Senate. It has been an honor to work on your 
behalf to make our state an even better place to live, work and conduct business.
On August 2, Maine lawmakers finally adjourned for the year, after what proved to be the longest session in recent 
memory due to a brief government shut down over budgetary disagreements. While no state budget is ever perfect, the 
end product was a state budget that makes a record investment in our students, supports our communities and will 
tremendously benefit small businesses and our economy.
Perhaps the most significant action the Legislature took last year, as part of the biennial budget, was the removal of 
the burdensome, job-killing surtax that was already hurting small businesses, doctors and other professionals that we 
so critically need. In November 2016, voters sent a clear message that education funding was to be a priority o f the 
128th Legislature, and we heard that message loud and clear, However, the funding mechanism which was included 
in the measure -  the surtax -  presented a serious threat to the state’s economy. This new tax gave Maine the ominous 
distinction of being the highest-taxed state in the country and primarily impacted small businesses, which are the 
backbone of our economy, taxing them at a rate that is higher than larger corporations are subject to pay. I am proud 
to say that after much hard work and negotiating, thanks to our rebounding economy, we were able to support our 
local schools at a level we have never been able to before -  without any additional taxation.
The Homestead Exemption, which provides much-needed property tax relief for homeowners, was also preserved in 
the budget with an increased exemption of $20,000.
The Legislature also passed a measure to make Maine compliant with the PEAL ID Act. As a result of this important 
new law, the federal government has granted Maine a waiver, meaning that Maine citizens can continue to use their 
driver’s licenses to board commercial airplanes and access certain federal buildings.
While we accomplished much, there is still a lot of work ahead of us next session. Again, thank you for putting your trust 
in me to represent you in Augusta. Please feel free to contact me if you need my help in navigating the state bureaucracy. I 
can be reached at home, 343-0258, in Augusta at 287-1505, or by email at sendavis@myottmail.com.
Sincerely,
Paul T. Davis, Sr.
State Senator, District 4
Fax: (207) 287-1527 * TTY (207) 287-1583 *  Message Service 1-800-423-6900 *  Web Site: legLslature.maine.gov/senate
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Norman E. Higgins
P, O. Box 594 
Dover-Foxcroft, iME 04426 
Residence: (207) 564-8214 
'NoiTnan.Higgins@legisIature.maine.gov
House of Representatives
2 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0002 
(207)287-1400 
TTY: (207)287-4469
Dear Friends and Neighbors,
Today we face a crisis of leadership in our state and national governments. In 
Augusta our two parties are unable to cooperate on critical issues impacting our 
state. Crafting solutions has been replaced with competition rather than 
collaboration. Creating new jobs, expanding health care, funding our schools 
and tax reform have become areas of confrontation. Energy policy, especially 
solar policy, is a toxic conversation. Expanding broadband to our rural areas is 
on hold due to partisan debate. Senior care, food security and welfare for our 
most needy have become caught up in the divided political process. It is time 
for a change.
In response to this environment I have registered as an Independent. I am 
working with other Independent legislators to bridge the divisions and look for 
compromise. Working together, even in this election year, provides an 
opportunity to move our state forward.
In Piscataquis County we are facing our challenges. Our school population is 
declining and a new proposal for a Regional Technical High School has been the 
center of conversation. The Libra Foundation is investing in our County. A major 
investment in the Derby Car Shops provides hope for our railroad heritage. An 
extensive year-long county wide broadband study will be released early this 
year and will help guide us for the future. Working together is the key.
I invite you to contact me if I can be of assistance. It is a privilege to serve as 
your State Representative.
District 120 Atkinson, Brownville, Dover-Foxcroft, Medford, Milo and Plantation of Lake View, plus the
unorganized territory of Omeville Township
Printed on recycled paper
cacacaoaGaoac«o«caGaGaGacaGaoacaoaoac«caoaGaGac!«oac3JcaGaoacaGac«caaGaoaG«oao«G«caGaGaoacacaca<saoao)aG«caGaG«c53;Gao«caGa
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caGacaGac^ GacacaoaGaGaGacaGaGacaoaGacjacacaGacacaaoaGaGaGacacaGacaoaoacaGaGaGacaoaoacacacacacaoacaGaoaGacacaGaGaGaca
■■■hi r\  "  t ; /
Herbert “Herbie” Russell Carey 
08 /06 /1928 -07 /24 /2017
Herbie worked as an engineer for the B & A Railroad for over 45 years. He was one o f the last 
fireman to  work on a steam  engine. He was a valued m em ber of the Milo Fire Departm ent for 
over 50 years, a M ason for over 50 years and a Shriner for 20 years. Herbie gave freely and 
generously o f  his time and energy to the people o f  Milo and touched countless lives. He will be 
greatly m issed by all that had the privilege to know him.
GacsacaGaoac«oacaGJGao3cacaGacaGacacaGaGac«cacacacaGaGa:c5acaGaG3Gac3ac«GaGacaacaG«cacacacacaGaGaG3GaGaGaGaGaGaoaGaoacaGa
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GacaoacacaG!ac«c5aGacacaGaGaGaGaciac!acacac«c5acacao3GaciaGacaGaG3caGaGaGaGacacaGao3caGaGao3GaGacacaGaGaGac^ cacaGaGacacaGa
Edwin “Ed” W esley M cCorrison 
02/19/1950-09/29/2017
Ed served in the US Arm y from 1968-1971. W orked for Verizon retiring after 35 yrs. Ele was a 
lifetime m em ber o f the N RA and A m erican Legion Post #41. He joined the M ilo Fire 
Department in 2014 and was always available to lend a hand to any project or function. From 
placing cemetery flags on a hot day in M ay, to setting the Fishing Derby trailer in lakeview @ 
+5° with a  30mph w ind o ff the lake in February, Ed was right there. A true volunteer and great 
friend. He will be greatly missed.
caoa^ GaoiGacaGaGacacjacsacaGacacaGaGacacactaGacacaoacacacaGacaGaGaGacacsaGaGaGaciacaGacsaGaGaGaGaGacsaGaoJcaGaGaGaGaGacaca
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MUNICIPAL DIRECTORY
c«c«(«c«<«c«<«cac«c«M(«Gac«c«c«c»<^ c«c«c«c«(«c«GacaGacacaGaGacacac«caca<ia;C!ac!aGacacaGaGacaGacaoaGacaoiGacaGacaGacac!a
ELECTED OFFICIALS:
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS & LELAND MCMANNUS, CHAIR ‘19
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR PAULA COPELAND ‘19
PETER HAM LIN ‘18
TONY HAM LIN ‘20
ISABELLE WARREN ‘18
M.S.A.D. § 41 DIRECTORS *ALYSON ADE ‘18
* ROBERT A D E ‘18
BRYAN BOYCE ‘18
SHEILA ELLIS ‘19
CHRISTINE HAMLIN ‘20
DENISE HAM LIN ‘18
*DARLENE VENDELBOE ‘19
HAD #4 BOARD OF D. JENSEN BISSELL ‘20
DIRECTORS: W ALTER LOUGEE ‘20
<»mcac«Gac«^ cacac«c«<aoa<^ <«Gacaca:GaoacacacacaoaGactaGac«<s3;c5acaoacaoa.ca:c«caGaGaGac«C3aca<«Ga<AaGacac!aGacacacacaGacaGa
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MUNICIPAL DIRECTORY
ca(^ mc«c«cacacsc«cacs<M<»<«c«cacac«Gac«Ga<»<^ cscacac«<»GaGac«c«caicsicacaoaG3:facaGacac«<iacacao3:cacacacacaGaGiC5acaGaca
ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL:
(Continued)
VIRGINIA FOSS SUBSTITUTE LIBRARIAN
JOAN HENDERSON SUBSTITUTE LIBRARIAN
MARGARET PINETTE SUBSTITUTE LIBRARIAN
*KATHI WARD SUBSTITUTE LIBRARIAN
^Resigned
c«<^ Mc«c«cac«c4<«cAcaGaGa(»c«<»c«c«c«c«Gac«GacaGacaG«0)a;GaGaGacacacacacaGaca<!3:ca(igGaGaGacacaoa;cacacacac5acaoiC!iicaGaca
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APPOINTMENTS:
c«<^ c«c«GaTOcac!aoacaoJc«GaGaGaGaGacsacaoac«caoaG3GaG4G4GacacacaGaca<5ac!apaGacacaGa:cacacacacacacacacaoacac9:oacacacacaGa
(Continued)
FEMA LONG TERM JERRY COLE
RECOVERY
FIRE CHIEF DONALD RICHARDS
MODERATORS JOYCE GREEN
ERIK STUM PFEL
PENQUIS SOLID WASTE 
CORPORATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DONALD BANKER 
DAM IEN PICKEL 
* W ILM A STANCHFIELD 
ISABELLE W ARREN
PLANNING BOARD DONALD BANKER, CHAIRMAN
*RUSSELL CAREY 
M ICHAEL CLARK 
SCOTT LARSON 
* RICHARD MULLINS
ROBERT RICKER
PLUMBING INSPECTOR DANIEL GILBERT
POLICE CHIEF DAM IEN PICKEL
POLICE SERGEANT ROBERT COOK
FULL-TIME POLICE OFFICER VACANT
RESERVE POLICE OFFICERS DAVID BOXW ELL 
^NICHOLAS COVELL 
ALLEN DREW  
JAY HALLETT 
M ICHAEL LARSON 
*ADAM  LEPROVOST 
BRYCE LINSKEY
TODD LYFORD 
-A D A M  M OIR 
M ATTHEW  NA DEA U 
ADAM  OKO 
DAVID PETERS 
DAVID W ILSON 
JAM ES W ALKER
^Resigned
GaGac«<«c«<»c«c«GaGacacaGacacaGaGaGaGacacaGacacjacacao«oacaGac!aoaGaGacacaGaGaG3;cacaca(«cacacjaGac!ac«oac«cac!a<«GaG«caca
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APPOINTMENTS:
cao3<Mc«<^ c«c«c«cacaGacaGac^ cA<»<»<^ c«ca(»C3acaGaGacac«caGaGacaoaca©ica<scaGaca<acaoic«Gac«C)aca(03;oacapacaGaGaGaGacaca
(Continued)
RECREATION COMMITTEE JESSICA ATKINSON, CHAIR 
STACI BEAULIEU 
BEN K ITTR ED G E 
EDW INA STROUT
SAFETY COMMITTEE DAM IEN PICKEL, CHAIR
BETTY GORM LEY, SECRETARY
JESSICA ATKINSON
RICKY BRADEEN
BLAINE CHADWICK
JERRY COLE
KENNETH DEMERS
ROBERT HUSSEY
BEN KITTREDGE
GLENN RICK ER
ROCHELLE WILLIAMS
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR
JERRY  COLE
* Resigned
GacaGaGaGScacsacacaoaGacacaGaoaGaciaciacaGicaGacaoacacaGaGaGaoacacaoiciacaGaoaGaoacaoaGacaGaGaGaciacaGacacacaGaGaoaGacaca
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TOWN MANAGER’S REPORTS
c«<^ cac«cac«<^ <^ c«c^ <»c«Ga<^ Gac«<K<^ <^ <^ oac«m<«c«c«<«<^ c«<«<^ c^ c«c«<«t«<^ ca<»c«oaGac«c«oac«caGaGa.cacacac«Ciac«c«G«Ga
TOWN MANAGER’S REPORT - continued
allow them  to continue to train in real life scenarios and will include outside Departments as well 
as law enforcement.
Glenn Ricker and his Public W orks crew  work hard  to provide the best services possible to the 
Town. Public W orks has a  thankless job  at times and I truly appreciate their efforts. Imagine 
having a jo b  where, no m atter what you do, som eone always says it’s not right or it should be 
done another way. But through it all, the Public W orks Crew gives their best each day.
W henever the call is m ade, Glenn and his crew  respond to it. I appreciate their work. Public 
Works has a nasty habit o f  being a revolving door w hen it comes to employees- we tend to lose 
people to M D O T regularly but we fill those spots with qualified people and will continue to 
provide the best service they can to the Town.
Ben Kittredge, our Health Officer brings his m edical knowledge and compassion to the Town.
He is a  tremendous asset w hen there is a  need for investigating certain needs o f  our residents and 
helps to  keep us informed o f  any ongoing situations that are in the Tow n’s health interests. Ben 
is also an avid pickleball player and can be seen in  the Tow n Hall gym playing several days a 
week.
I would also like to take a m om ent to thank the backbone o f  the Town Office. Ellen, Betty and 
Susie axe an  invaluable help to m e in perform ing m y duties as Town M anager. They are all 
dedicated to  providing the best service to our residents while balancing the other numerous tasks 
that are required to be done. Again, it is sometimes a thankless job, but they do it w ith a smile 
on their face and make every effort to  serve you in  the m ost professional fashion. This year, we 
have switched over to the TRIO System, which m akes for a more efficient running Town Office. 
W e will also be looking into online renewals for M otor Vehicle Registrations in the coming year.
In 2017, we completed the process o f  taking possession o f  the Derby Car Shops. This process 
has been a long, but worth all the efforts. W ith the com pletion of Department o f Environmental 
Protection studies, we were able to apply for Brownfields Grants through the Piscataquis County 
Economic Development Corporation. These Grants will provide up to $200,000.00 for 
environmental cleanup needed for the D erby Shops to be sustainable. N ow  that doesn’t m ean 
there are severe environm ental hazards. These funds will, in Phase 1, pay for the rem oval and 
replacem ent o f  the roo f on the Car Repair Shop. Currently, the roof is composed o f  asbestos 
shingles and has collapsed in several areas. These Grants will help to  safely get rid o f the 
shingles and repair the dam aged areas. As we venture into 2018, we are applying for m ore grants 
to help w ith other areas o f  the Shops. This helps to bring m ore employment to the Railroad and 
the Railroad continues to expand on the services it offers to other companies throughout N orth 
America. T he Derby Shops are a big part o f  M ilo’s identity and I am proud to be a part o f 
creating new  jobs and a future tax base to the Town. As o f  this report, CM QR has already 
invested m illions to refurbish the M achine Shop, which has created jobs, stimulated the local
20
TOWN OF MILO 
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES AND BALANCES
E xhibit A -2  
Page 1 o f3
FOR TH E YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,2017.
Balances 
Carried 
From 2016 Appropriations
Departmental
Receipts Expenditures
Balances 
(Over) Under 
Unexpended Carried
General Government
Administration 12,383 288,147 287,842 1,574 11,114
Annual Training 1,000 1,082 (82)
Town Hall 48,295 45,925 ■ 2,370
Insurance 83,730 77,700 6,030
Planning Board 550 550
Appeals Board 225 225
Town Hall Improvements 47,294 15,500 11,183 2,852 48,759
Computer Equipment Reserve 1,153 55,000 54,196 - 1,957
Record Restoration 1,152 500 - 1,652
Assessing 21,640 21,640 -
61,982 514,587 - 499,568 13,519 63,482
Police
Police Department 140,590 145,688 (5,098)
Police Walmart Grant 1,633 962 - 671
Police Cruiser Fund 8,431 15,422 14,774 - 9,079
10,064 156,012 - 161,424 (5,098) 9,750
Fire
Fire Department 79,531 64,729 14,802
Fire Department Contingent 10,509 4,803 - 15,312
Fire Gear 2,155 6,500 1,495 5,582 - 4,568
Fire Equipment 46,196 19,049 1,022 15,436 - 50,831
58,860 109,883 2,517 85,747 14,802 70,711
Miscellaneous Protection
Emergency Management 2,800 1,337 1,463
Hydrant Rental 132,000 130,685 1,315
Street Lights 30,000 30,910 (910)
Animal Control 8,800. 5,824 2,976
Ambulance Service 9,000 9,000
- 182,600 - 177,756 4,844 -
Health and Sanitation
Public Health 6,100 5,538 562
Solid Waste - Curbside 165,600 162,914 2,686
Curbside Equipment Purchase 41,428 41,250 41,211 - 41,467
Transfer Station 70,582 73,083 (2,501)
41,428 283,532 282,746 747 41,467
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TOWN OF M ILO  
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES AND BALANCES 
FOR TEE TEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,2017
Exhibit A-2 
Page 3 o f 3
Balances 
Carried 
From 2016 Appropriations
Departmental
Receipts Expenditures
Balances 
(Over) Under 
Unexpended Carried
Assessments
County Tax 121,970 121,698 272
School 1,101,869 1,042,222 59,647
TEF 16,248 16,638 (390)
Overlay 50,910 18,597 32313
1,290,997 1,199,155- 91,842
Unclassified
Interest l-,000 105 895
Compliance 700 ■ -324 376 -
Eastern Piscataquis Industrial.Park 4,221 11,100 1,974 4,551 6,529 6,215
Comprehensive Plan 2,500 2,500
Planning Grant --
Tree Removal 1,000 loo- 900
Memorial Day Flags 1,500 1,524 (24)
Community Event Committee 2^500 • 2,500 -
Christmas'Decorations 3,429 • 1,000 514 961 - 3,982
7,650 21,300 2,488 10,065 11,176 10,197
Totals 293,061 3,507,102 43,112 3,353,945 197,517 291,813
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SPECIMAN BALLOT
caoaGacacaGac^ cacacaciaGaciacaoJGacacacaGacacacacaoacscaGaciaGaGaGacaGaoacacacaGacaoac^ GaGaGacaGacacaoJcacacaciacaGacaca
STATE OF MAINE
OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR THE TOWN OF MILO 
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY
TOWN OFFICERS TO BE. ELECTED
MARCH 12,2018
The penalty for willfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a - 
specimen ballot is: up to $1,000.00 fine, up to 11 months in jail, or both.
Please make a cross (X) or a check mark (7 )  in the square at the left of the nominee for 
whom you wish to vote. Follow directions as to the; numbek of nominees to be elected to 
each office. You may vote for a person whose name (iqesnot.appear on the ballot by 
writing the name in the proper blank space and marking a cross (X) or a check mark (7 )  . 
in the proper square at the left. Please do not erase names. If you Have any questions, 
please see the Election Warden.
LIST OF CANDIDATES
For SELECTMEN who shall also' 
serve as ASSESSORS and 
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR for a 
term of THREE years through March, 
2021
VOTE FOR TWO .
HAMLIN, PETER
WARREN, ISABELLE
ForDE 
ADME 
for a tei 
March,
v o t e :
SECTOR OF SCHOOL 
JTRATIVE DISTRICT #41 
m of THREE years through 
2021
FOR TWO
HAMLIN, DENISE
For DU 
ADME 
for atei 
March,
v o t e :
sector of school
HRATIVE DISTRICT #41 
m of ONE year through 
2019
FOR ONE
caojGacacacaGaGacacacacaciaciaciacaGSGacaGacaGacaoacacacaGaciacacaGacac^GaciJcaoacacacsacsacaGaGac^oaciJcaciaGacacaGacaGaGaca
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TOWN MEETING WARRANT
caGacscacacaciacacaGSGaoac^ cacaciaciaGSCiacacatiaGaciaoaGaoacaGacacacac^ caGaGacacacaQacsGacaciacaciaciaoacacaGacacacaoaGaGaGa
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING OF THE TOWN OF MILO
' MARCH 12,2018
TO: DAMIEN PICKEL OF THE TOWN OF MILO, IN THE COUNTY OF PISCATAQUIS, STATE OF MAINE
GREETINGS?
IN THE NAME OF THE STATE OF MAINE, YOU ARE HEREBY REQUIRED TO NOTIFY AND WARN THE 
INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF MILO, QUALIFIED BY LAW TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS TO 
ASSEMBLE AT THE TOWN HALL, IN MILO, ON MONDAY THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH A.D. 2018 
AT 9:45 O’CLOCKIN THE FORENOON TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES, TO WIT:
ARTICLE 1
TO CHOOSE A MODERATOR TO PRESIDE AT SAID MEETING.
ARTICLE 2
TO ELECT BY SECRET BALLOT THE FOLLOWING TOWN OFFICERS:
TWO SELECTMEN WHO SHALL BE ASSESSORS AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR FORA TERM OF 
THREE (3) YEARS. .
TWO DIRECTORS OF THE MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #41 FOR A TERM OF THREE 
(3) YEARS.
ONE DIRECTOR OF THE MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #41 FOR A TERM OF ONE (1) 
YEAR.
THE POLLS FORBALLOTING FOR ELECTIVE TOWN OFFICIALS WILL BE OPENING IN THE MILO 
TOWN HALL DINING ROOM AT 10:00 AM AND WILL CLOSE AT 7:00 PM.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
THAT THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR OF VOTERS IN THE TOWN OFFICE WILL BE OPEN FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF RECEIVING VOTER REGISTRATIONS AND FOR CORRECTING THE LIST OF VOTERS 
FROM SEVEN (7) O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO FOUR.(4) O’ CLOCK IN THE EVENING ON 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY AND SEVEN (7) O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO TWO (2) O’CLOCK IN 
THE EVENING ON FRIDAY TO MARCH 12™ ON TOWN MEETING DAY.
G IV E N  U N D E R  O U R  H A N D S
27
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
<K<M<»c«c«<«cacac«c«<K<«<a<scac«<»<»caca<»<»<»ca<»caci8.cacacacaciacaoaGaGac«cacacaeaca<«ca<ac«ca<5acacacacaca<«Ga<aca€S
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING OF THE TOWN OF MILO
MARCH 12,2018
TO: DAMIEN PICKEL OF THE TOWN OF MHO, IN THE COUNTY OF PISCATAQUIS, STATE OF MAINE
GREETINGS:
IN THE NAME OF THE STATE OF MAINE, YOU ARE HEREBY REQUIRED TO NOTIFY AND WARN THE 
INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF MILO, QUALIFIED BY LAW TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS TO 
ASSEMBLE AT THE TOWN HALL, IN MILO, ON MONDAY THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH AD. 2018 
AT 7:00 O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES, TO WIT:
ARTICLE 1
TO CHOOSE A MODERATOR TO PRESIDE AT SAID MEETING.
ARTICLE 2
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (IN ADDITION 
TO CARRY-OVER OF $11,114 IN ACCT. #110-40-45, $1,652 IN ACCT. #120-40-85, $1,958 IN ACCT. #160-75- 
10 AND $48,759 IN ACCT. #150-70-20) FOR
GENERAL GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOS1
2016 2017 2017 2018
100-130 ADMINISTRATION $301,128 $288,147 $262,803 $290,018
140 ANNUAL TRAINING 335 1,000 1,083 1,000
40-85 RECORD RESTORATION -0- 500 -0- 500
75-10 COMPUTER EQUIP RESERVE 6,513 5,000 54,196 5,000
150 TOWN HALL 43,196 48,295 57,109 61,015
160 INSURANCES 79,755 83,730 87,869 84,430
170 PLANNING BOARD 412 550 -0- 550
180 APPEALS BOARD 110 225 -0- 225
70-20 TOWN HALL IMPROVEMENTS 26,595 15,500 -0- -0-
25-50 ASSESSING 21,640 21,640 21,640 20.000
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $462,738
SOME FIGURES WERE NOT AVAILABLE FOR THE BUDGET COMMITTEE 
TO CONSIDER
<»caca<»<«<»<»Gaca<K<»<K<»<«<«<«c«c«CiaGaGacac«Gaoacacaci8.cacacaGacaGaca.caoacacacacacaGacacac!aca(a<sacaGacacacacacaoaca
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TOWN MEETING WARRANT
(Mc^ Ga^ csciacaGaGacsaGaGaGaGacaGacaGaGacacsaGaGiacacacacacacaGaGaGSGaGScacscaGacacatiacaGaciaoicacacaciacacaoaGacacacactacsa
ARTICLE 3
TO SEB WHAT SUM OF MONEY THB TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (IN ADDITION 
TO THE CARRY-OVER OF $9,079 IN ACCT. #200-75-20) FOR A FULL TIME POLICE DEPARTMENT FOR
POLICE ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL
2016
PROPOSED
2017
ACTUAL
2017
PROPOSED
2018
200 POLICE DEPARTMENT 
75-20 POLICE CRUISER
$140,287
51,981
$140,590
15,422
$144,820
14,775
$147,987
8,400
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $156,387
ARTICLE 4
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (IN ADDITION 
TO THE CARRY-OVER OF $50,831 IN ACCT. #300-75-40, $4,567 IN ACCT. #300-75-41 AND $15,312 IN 
ACCT. #300-76-42) FOR
FIRE ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL
2016
PROPOSED
2017
ACTUAL
2017
PROPOSED
2018
300 FIRE DEPARTMENT 
75-40 FIRE EQUIPMENT
75- 41 FIRE DEPARTMENT GEAR
76- 42 EIRE DEPT. CONTINGENCY
$76,738
36,771
7,780
-0-
$79,531
18,174
-0-
4,803
$65,226
15,437
5,582
-0-
$87,043 
33,174 
6,500 . 
-0-
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $126,717
ARTICLE 5
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR
MISC. PROTECTION ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOSED
2016 2017 2017 2018
410 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT $2,960 $2,800 $2,337 $2,825
45-10 HYDRANT RENTAL 130,685 132,000 130,685 132,000
45-20 STREETLIGHTS 29,801 30,000 30,911 32,000
420 ANIMAL CONTROL 6,759 8,800 4,824 4,550
60-10 AMBULANCE SERVICE 9,000 • 9,000 9,000 9.000
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $180,375
c«ca<^ <«cac«Gacac«cac«<»Gac!ac«ciac«<MCi«c«<^ <^ <»c«c«oac«c«GSca<«cacaGaciac«cacacacaGacac«cacaoaGacaGac!aGaGac!amoicacaca
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TOWN MEETING WARRANT
cscscs(Mc«(^ c«c«c«cac&(^ csi^ caGac«<sca<^ <^ <^ GaGac5a<iac!acac«cacacac!aoacao&cacsc!acacacaGacscacacafacacacacacac«cacacaoa
ARTICLE 6
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (BST ADDITION 
TO THE CARRY-OVER OF $41,467 IN ACCT. #560-75-50) FOR
HEALTH & SANITATION ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOSED
2016 . 2017 2017 2018
500 PUBLIC HEALTH $4,000 $6,100 $5,000 $6,100
550 TRANSFER/CDD LANDFILL 70,306 70,582 73,083 74,200
560 SOLID WASTE/CURBSIDE 169,276 165,600 162,914 167,720
75-50 CURBSIDE EQUIPMENT 42,055 41,250 41,212 • • 41,212
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $289,232
ARTICLE? . ■
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (IN ADDITION 
TO CARRY-OVER OF $16,896 IN ACCT. #600-75-60, $3,008 IN ACCT. #600-70-60 AND $35,099 IN 
ACCT#600-76-60) AND STATE LOCAL ROAD CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF 
37,000 TO BE USED FOR DEBT REDUCTION FOR
HIGHWAY ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOSED
'2016 •2017 2017 2018
600 PUBLIC WORKS $239,550 $275,230 $245,388 $285,436
601 TOWN GARAGE 10,404 18,700 8,703 18,250
75-00 P.W. EQUIPMENT 241 $94 86,403 152,037 69,221
75-61 PAVING PROGRAM 13.9,174 142,344 138,298 135,000
70-60 ■ TOWN ROAD RECONSTRUCT. 10,030 4,000 2,830 5,837
76-60 PUBLIC WORKS CONTINGENCY -0- -0- 2,972 -0-
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $513,744
ARTICLE 8
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR
HUMAN SERVICES ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL
'2016
PROPOSED ACTUAL 
2017 2017
' PROPOSED 
2018
700 GENERAL ASSISTANCE $25,002 $19,800 $19,580 $16,600
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $ 16,600
(^ (Kc«<^ <3(a<^ <^ <^ cac«cac«cac«c«<«ca:Gacao8c?(c«ca<!acsac!aGacacaoa(jacac5aoJcacacacaca<acacacacacaGatacaca<?acac«cacacaoaca
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TOWN MEETING WARRANT
ARTICLE 9
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (IN ADDITION 
TO THE CARRY-OVER OF $9,719 IN ACCT. #750-70-30) FOR
MILO PUBLIC LIBRARY:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL
2016 2017 2017
750 PUBLIC LIBRARY $50,626 $34,605 $32,830
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 10
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR
PROPOSED
2018
$38,583
$38,583
RECREATION DEPARTMENT:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL
2016 2017 2017
800 RECREATION DEPT. $20,915 $22,140 $22,172
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 11
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE FOR
DEVIL’S SLEDDERS SNOWMOBILE CLUB:
ACTUAL
2016
PROPOSED
2017
ACTUAL
2017
805 DEVIL’S SLEDDERS $1,515 $1,525 $33,933
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
PROPOSED
2018
$25,720 '
$25,720
PROPOSED
2018
$1,515
$1,515
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TOWN MEETING WARRANT
cacac«c«<sc«cs<»GScacac&c«<^ ca<KG3<»c«caca'cacaGac«GaoaGaGaGaGaca<iacaGaoacacaGScsi5ac3(«aG8GaGacaciaciaGac!acacac!aGacacac!a
ARTICLE 12
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR 
RECREATION ACCOUNTS (IN ADDITION TO CARRY-OVER OF $22,551 IN ACCT, #71-01 AND $8,935 IN 
ACCT. #810) FOR
RECREATION ACCOUNTS;
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOSED
2016 2017 • 2017 2018
71-01 HARRIS FIELD COMPLEX . $4,484 $3,900 $11,363 $7,000
810 BOAT LANDING 2,610 3,100 1,388 600
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $7,600
ARTICLE 13
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL APPROVE THE PROPOSED CEMETERY BUDGET OF $58,102, TO 
AUTHORIZE TO USE $15,000 FROM CEMETERY TRUST FUND TO REDUCE THE 2018 CEMETERY 
BUDGET AND VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR
EVERGREEN CEMETERY:
PROPOSED 
2018
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL
-2016 2017 2017
850 EVERGREEN CEMETERY $46,208 $36,800 $45,962
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
$43,102
$43,102
ARTICLE 14
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT ACCOUNTS:
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOSED
.2016 2017 2017 2018
MERIT WAGES $4,421 $ -0- $ -0- $ -0-
15-10 SOC. SEC.//MEDICARE 49,064 51,622 49,516 51,416
15-31 ME. STATE LIFE INSUR. 2,748 10,500 -0- - 0 -
15-50 GROUP HEALTH INSUR. 122,131 138,120 137,054 148,775-
15-40 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP. 9,121 11,558 11,558 11,558
15-60 GROUP DENTAL INSUR. 4,340 5,200 6,077 5.200
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE $216,949
c«c^ GatK<K<^ oa<^ ca<KC«^ ii^ Geca(!a<^ <«c«<^ <«Gac«c«MC«<Kc«(»c«<»(!Qcacac«Gac«c«GacaoacaGacsc«cac5aGaca<acaGac!acaoacac«Ga
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• XUWJN MEETING WARRANT
Gaca^ c^aciacaciactaoacaGSGacaGacacacacafaGacacaGaciac^ GaGacaGacaGacatsaciacacacaciacacacacacsGac^ csaoaGacacacacsacacacacjaGa
ARTICLE 15
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE (IN ADDITION 
TO CARRY OVER OF $6,216 IN ACCT. #951-70-72 AND $3,983 IN ACCT. #950-95-1.5) FOR
UNCLASSIFIED ACCOUNTS;
ACTUAL PROPOSED ACTUAL PROPOSED
2016 2017 2017 2018
95-10 COMPLIANCE $758 $700 $324 $700
95-11 INTEREST 224 1,000
n ;io o
25 1,000
951 E.P.I.P. 12,567 2,577 9,000
95-12 COMPREHENSIVE - 0 - 2,500 -0- 1,000
95-13 TREE REMOVAL - 0 - 1,000 100 1,000
95-14 MEMORIAL DAY FLAGS 1,818 1,500 1,525 2,500
95-15 DECORATIONS 172 .1,000 527 1,000
95-16 COMMUNITY EVENT COMM. 293 2,500 2,500 2.500
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE • $ 18,700
ARTICLE 16
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO INCREASE THE PROPERTY TAX LEVY LIMIT ESTABLISHED 
FORMILO BY STATE OF MAINE STATUTE IN THE EVENT THAT THE 2018 APPROVED MUNICIPAL ' 
BUDGET RESULTS IN A TAX COMMITMENT THAT IS GREATER THAN THAT TAX LEVY LIMIT. . •
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 17 ■ •
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN, ON BEHALF OF THE TOWN, TO SELL 
AND DISPOSE OF ANY REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY THE TOWN FOR NON-PAYMENT OF TAXES 
THEREON, ON SUCH TERMS AS THE BOARD DEEMS ADVISABLE AND IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF 
' THE MUNICIPALITY, AND TO EXECUTE QUITCLAIM DEEDS FOR SUCH PROPERTY.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 18
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE THAT TAXES SHALL BE DUE AND PAYABLE IN TWO EQUAL 
INSTALLMENTS ON AUGUST 15,.2018 AND DECEMBER 15,2018 WITH INTEREST OF 7.0% PER 
ANNUM TO BE CHARGED ON ALL TAXES REMAINING UNPAID AFTER THE RESPECTIVE DUE 
DATES, TO SET THE INTEREST RATE ON ABATED TAXES AT 3.0% FOR THE.FISCAL YEAR 2018 AND . 
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE TAX COLLECTOR AND/OR TREASURER TO 
ACCEPT PREPAYMENTS OF TAXES NOT YET DUE OR ASSESSED AND TO PAY NO INTEREST 
THEREON.
RECOMMENED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ca<^ <^ <^ o^a<^ ca<^ <^ cac«<^ ciaoac«GacacacacaGacsoaGaoac!aGac!acacaGaGacaoacacaGScacaGacaGaca<«cacac«C)aGacacacacacaGaciaca.
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ARTICLE 19
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE PROM THE FOLLOWING 
ANTICIPATED REVENUES TO REDUCE THE 2018 TAX COMMITMENT:
PROPOSED 2018
TAXES. (OTHER THAN PROPERTY TAXES) $327,800
LICENSES AND PERMITS 14,500
EVERGREEN CEMETERY 15,000
ALLOTHERREVENUES 182,600
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 20
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RATIFY OVERDRAFTS IN THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS:
POLICE $5,098
RECREATION $ 32
$5,130
WHICH OCCURRED IN TOWN OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR 2017 
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 21
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE MUNICIPAL OFFICERS TO SPEND AN 
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED 3/12THS OF THE BUDGETED AMOUNT IN EACH BUDGET CATEGORY OF 
THE MILO ANNUAL BUDGET DURING THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1,2019 TO THE 2019 ANNUAL 
TOWN MEETING. ’
ARTICLE 22
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO USB UP TO $100,000 FROM THE FUND BALANCE TO REDUCE 
THE 2018 TAX COMMITMENT. ' ' '  *
RECOMMENDED BY SELECTMEN AND THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ca< c^« c^aca< (^«c«ca< c^aoa<»c«<^< c^ac«<K<K< c^«cac^ c«c«c«Gac«c«c«cacacaGacficacacaGaGac^ cac5aGaGaoaciacacacacacsc«cacaGa
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ARTICLE 23
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT IN TRUST, THE FOLLOWING SUMS, INCOME FROM 
THE SAME TO BE USED FOR THE PERPETUAL CARE OF SAID LOTS IN EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
CEMETERY TRUST FUND ADDITIONS:
AMOUNT SECTION LOT SPACES
GARDEN CLUB DONATION 100.00
ANNETTE COLANGELO 375.00 43 8 1-3
LARY FUNERAL HOME 300.00 38 32 5 -8
DORIS WASHBURN 300.00 52 5 5 -8
ARTICLE 24
SHALL THE TOWN VOTE TO ACCEPT THE CATEGORIES OF FUNDS LISTED BELOW AS PROVIDED 
BY THE MAINE STATE LEGISLATURE?
CATEGORY: (ESTIMATED AMOUNT)
STATE REVENUE SHARING $200,000
LOCAL ROAD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 38,000
SNOWMOBILE REGISTRATION 1,026
TREE GROWTH REIMBURSEMENT 36,000
VETERAN’S EXEMPTION REIMBURSEMENT 5,600
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION REIMBURSEMENT 178,000
BETE EXEMPTION REIMBURSEMENT 45,000
ARTICLE 25
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE BORROWING OF A LOW INTEREST LOAN FROM 
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (PCEDC), NOT TO EXCEED TWO 
HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($250,000), ON TERMS THAT THE MILO SELECT BOARD 
DEEM REASONABLE, TO FINANCE IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL ESTATE COMMONLY KNOWN AS THE 
“DERBY SHOPS” AND CURRENTLY LEASED BY CMQR.
ARTICLE 26
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE USE OF A SUM NOT TO EXCEED NINETY-FIVE 
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($95,000) ON BEHALF OF THE EVERGREEN CEMETERY FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
CONSTRUCTING A NEW BUILDING. ANY LOAN PAYMENTS ARE TO BE MADE OR ARE ABLE TO BE 
MADE THROUGH THE EVERGREEN CEMETERY IMPROVEMENT FUND.
ARTICLE 27
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE AN AMOUNT NOT TO 
EXCEED $15,000 FOR THE PURCHASE OF A DIGITAL TOWN SIGN (PREVIOUSLY APPROVED IN 2014).
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ca<»c»c»<Kc«<»cscaca(^ <KGaca(»c^ c«c«Ga<K<K<^ c«<^ caGact3ciacac3aGac5aciacacaciaGacsc!acaGaciacacaGa<5ac!aoaciaciSGac«Gacac!actacacia
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
THAT THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR OF VOTERS IN THE TOWN OFFICE WILL BE OPEN FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF RECEIVING VOTER REGISTRATIONS AND FOR CORRECTING THE LIST OF VOTERS 
FROM SEVEN (7) O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO FOUR (4) O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING ON 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY AND SEVEN (7) O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO TWO (2) O’CLOCK IN 
THE EVENING ON FRIDAY TO MARCH 12™ ON TOWN MEETING DAY.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS
AT MHO, MAINE, THIS 20thDAY OF FEBRUARY, A.D., 2018.
c^ cacaG9<^ <^ G4<^ c^ Gac®cs<^ <!^ <Kc^ Gac!ac4GaGScsGscscaciScaGscsGaoscscs3ioaGacacaGaG(icacs.csGac4c4csacaGa<!aGScaGacaGSC5aGac!acia
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT:
In 2017, the Milo Police Department continued to enhance our relations within our town through 
school, community and business outreach. Our community policing model has proven to be successful 
and we continue to build upon it. We continue to battle the opiate epidemic that has such a hold on this 
State. With the addition o f fentanyl, which is up to 50 times stronger than heroin, overdoses saw a 
frightening increase. While we are trained in administering Narcan, it can take up to 3 doses to 
temporarily halt the effects. Yes, it is controversial and it sparks debate, but we save lives. The opiate 
epidemic is not solely in Milo- it is a statewide problem. I still believe the answer is treatment, not 
incarceration, for those who are already prisoners o f addiction. I believe in education for those who are 
the most susceptible- our children. We have, with the help of the Community Outreach program at Mayo 
Regional Hospital, worked with the schools to promote positive choices. We have also continued with our 
basketball program after school during the winter months. Our Operation HOPE program has 
unfortunately been a slow starter. In order to give people, help, they first have to realize that they need it 
or are ready for it. We can’t force treatment on people, but we will be ready to help when they come to 
us. We still encourage those affected by addiction to turn over their narcotics without fear of arrest and in 
turn, we will help them find treatment. While finding long term treatment is a challenge, we strive to help 
those who want it. In my opinion, the greatest public safety threat in the State of Maine is the epidemic of 
opiate addiction. We will do whatever we can to eradicate this threat.
Our incident numbers remained steady with the previous year. We are continuing to become 
familiar with our new reporting system and how effective it is in investigations and following crime 
trends throughout the County. Through the funds received from a JAG Grant, we were able to purchase 
the equipment needed to keep a computer in the cruiser so we can remain on the street patrolling. With 
the increase in medical calls for Three Rivers Ambulance Service, we have also had increases in our 
response. We are fortunate to have trained personnel who can provide not just assistance to those in need 
before the ambulance arrives, but we are also familiar with the equipment on each ambulance, which frees 
them up so they can focus on patient care. The economy and drug use continue to be a driving force to 
the criminal complaints received. We continue to employ a community policing-based model, in which 
the officers spend more time out of the vehicles and interacting with businesses, schools and the town at 
large. We continue to be active at our schools, with actual patrolling of each school at various times of 
the day. I believe the positive interaction especially with our younger students builds a trust and serves as 
a future deterrent to criminal activity.
While I am more tasked with Town Manager duties, I continue to do my best in my police duties 
as Chief. You’ll still see me working shifts and visiting the schools. I still place a burden on Sgt. Cook, 
who continues to shine as a second in command. We are so fortunate to have such a fine Officer in our 
Town and I continue to hope he will take the reins someday. As always, I thank the Town for their 
continued support and I hope to continue to serve you as best I can. I can always be reached through my 
email with any questions, comments or complaints, dpickel@milopolice.com.
Full Time Officers: Reserve Officers:
Chief Damien Pickel James Walker Jay Hallett
Sgt Robert Cook Mike Larson Todd Lyford
Matt Nadeau David Peters
David Boxwell Adam Oko
Allen Drew Bryce Linskey
David Wilson
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
DAMIEN PICKEL 
CHIEF of POLICE
cscac^ cacaTaoacac^ c^ c^ c^ c^ csc^ c^ c^ cacaGaoaciaGacacacaGaGacacaeiacacaciaGacaGacaGacacaGacaciacscamciacaGaGacaGacaGacacacia
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT:
POLICE DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
101 Motor Vehicle Accidents
15 Alarm Responses
285 Day Handgun Checks
32 Animal Complaints
0 Arson
17 Assaults
109 Law Enforcement Assists
110 Rescue/Ambulance Assists
36 Motorists Assists
87 Building/Property Checks
3 Burglaries
86 Well Being Checks
28 Concealed Weapon Permits Authorized
32 Disturbances
29 Domestic Complaints
12 Driving Under the Influence
5 Drug Complaints
5 Drunkenness
2 Fireworks Complain
10 Theft Complaints
9 Lost/Found Complaints
10 Emotionally Disturbed Person Complaints
196 Motor Vehicle Complaints
13 Sex Offender Registrations
4 ATV/Snow Sled Complaints
0 Robberies
46 Suspicious Complaints
7 Unattended Deaths
95 Arrests/Summonses
Increases are in BOLD DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT:
To the Citizens of Milo;
The year 2017 finished with just 4 fewer calls than 2016. As with most 
departments First Responders (EMS) calls have made their way to the top of calls. 
The thought of a Fire Department responding to just burning buildings has faded 
and the variety of other situations has increased. No one person or one department 
can be expected to be fully prepared to handle all events encountered. Be assured 
that constant training and education are being pursued by your department to 
protect the citizens of Milo.
Our roster lost two great members this year. Herbert Carey and Ed McCorrison 
answered their final page in 2017. Both were very active and helpful to the MFD. 
It will take more than 2 members to replace them.
Smoke detectors are available for Milo homeowners, Contact any member if 
you need one of these lifesaving devices.
;1N 2017 — TOTAL 143
DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS
OTHER AGENCY: 62 Search/Rescue 1
Mutual Aid 17 Service Call 7
Ambulance 54 Smoke/Steamin Building 8
Police 6 Snowmobife/ATV Accident 1
Sheriff 0 Sprinkle Alarm (NoFire) 0
Contract Cali 13 Structure Fire (dwelling) 11
Appliance fire 0 Structure Fire (detached) 3
Callout/Stand Down 10 Tree/Wire on Fire 6
Cat in Tree 1 Tree Blocking Road 6
Chimney Fire 6 Traffic Control 4
Detectors Activated (No Fire) 5 Vehicle Accident 9
Carbon Dioxide Detectors 1 Extrication 1
EMS 37 Vehicle Fire 1
First Responder 42 Unknown Odor 7
Fuel (leak/spiil) 1 Unattended Bum 0
Haz Mat 0 Wildland Fire 3
Land Zoning Set up 1
Lift Assist 15
Pump Cellar 10
Report o f Smoke (Outdoor) 0
** Increases are in BOLD
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Three Rivers Ambulance Service
PO  Box 432 
M ilo, M E  04463 
(207)943-2950
“Caring for the Community since 1970”
To the Town of Milo:
Once again, this year has flown by and as always it has been a pleasure serving the community. We are 
starting our 48th year of serving the community. We are being served by some of the best professionals in 
the area, and I  could not be more proud of the accomplishments, we have made.
We have seen a decrease in the call volume, down to 750. We also were unavailable for many calls, as 
they came in when we were already out on a previous call. Our mutual aid. services were called to cover 
these calls.
This year we said good bye to one of our Board of Directors Fred Trask, I will miss the support that he 
has given this service over the years. Fred has been one of the biggest supporters of this service making 
sure we have the money and equipment we needed to operate. He will be missed.
We would like to thank Milo Fire First Responders for all the help they have given us this past year. We 
continue to work well together in providing the best care possible for our community. Milo Police for 
being on scene to lend a hand and ensuring that the crew is safe when needed. Also, the Milo Public 
works for clearing the snow to make sure we are able to go out when called.
Brownville 126 Medford 26 Bradford 3
LaGrange 108 Omeville 25 Ebeemee 2
Lakeview Pit 9 Dover-foxcroft 4 W illiamsburg 5
Milo 428 Sebec 2 Other 12
We would also like to thank our Board of Directors that volunteer from the various areas we serve; Todd Lyford, Trelba Rollins, 
Deanne Merrill, Robert Ellison, Corey Roberts, Ben Kittredge, Dave Ramsey and Damien Pickel.
Active Crew Members are: Mike Larson-Paramedic, Becky Hichbom-Witham-Paramedic, Brian Glidden-Paramedic, Matt 
Buck-Paramedic, Lana Buck-Paramedic, Peter Wallace-Paramedic, Phillip Dow Jr.-Paramedic, Scott Homsted-Paramedie, 
Amanda Bessey-Advanced EMT, Danny Jay-Basic EMT, Dwayne Applebee-Basic EMT, Jakob Larson-Basic EMT, Lliam 
Perkins-Basic EMT, Luke Smith-Basic EMT, Mike Surdick- Basic EMT, Robbie Cook-Basic EMT, David Boxwell-BVO, and 
Phillip Dow III-EVO.
Respectfully submitted, 
M ichael Larson, C hief
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT:
To the Citizens of Milo:
I would like to thank the citizens for all their positive comments and support in 2017. i would also like 
to thank the Town Office Staff, the Board of Selectmen, and the Budget Committee for their support and 
understanding of the needs of the Milo Public Works Department, i would also like to thank the members of 
my department for their dedication. Lastly, I would like to give a special thanks to my wife who fields phone 
calls and does typing for me.
The Public Works Department has worked very hard in the past year to improve our roadways. We 
ditched numerous stretches of roadways and changed culverts in preparation for future paving. All totaled we 
ditched several thousand feet of roadways and installed a substantial number of culverts. I am proud of the 
accomplishments that we have made. With your support we will continue to improve the road system
We did all of our own grading which saved between $10,000 and $12,000 in costs. We also used our 
grader to pull a number of town way shoulders up and hauled the material off allowing for improved drainage. 
We wifi continue that program in the coming year as time allows.
We replaced a 3 foot by 50-foot culvert on Hovey Road as the old one was failing,
The cost of asphalt was at a 15-year low which allowed us to pave more roads than we had planned 
on. The roads that were paved were: First Street, Second Street, portion of Turner Howe Road, portion of 
Sargent Hill, D.O.T. Road. We hope to expand our paving plan to include more roads and sidewalks this 
year,
We still need equipment upgrades and this department is looking for your support in acquiring those 
assets. There will be no major purchases this year.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
GLENN RICKER 
PUBLIC WORKS FOREMAN
c^ cac^ (^ cacaGac«c«c«<^ c«Giac«oio«GacaGaG8GaGaGa(iacacacaGac53c«caGaGaGaGacac!acaGac«GaGac«cacacacaciaGaGacacacacac!acacaGa
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Milo Recreation Department Report 2018
This is m y sixth year in this position. I f  s been another good year with all our programs running 
great. Thanks Krista Dearborn, Justin Valvo and Colin Beckett. They have moved on to college 
and I welcomed Jake Baker and Camryn Rolfe last summer. While the kids will miss Justin, 
Colin and Krista, Camryn and Jake stepped in and have been excellent! Thanks for all your hard 
work everyone. W ithout you M ilo Rec wouldn’t run as smooth!
Thanks to  Town M anager Damian Pickel, Treasurer Ellen Moore, Town Clerk Betty Gormley, 
Town Secretary Susie Glidden, M ilo Board o f  Selectmen and the Recreation Committee 
members. Big thanks to Penquis Valley High School principal Jeremy Bousquet and AD Jason 
Mills for always being accommodating and allowing us to host peevvee and travel basketball in 
the high school gym. Thanks to Brownville Elementary and Milo Elementary for giving us their 
gym for peewee and wee peewee basketball games and practices throughout the winter. Thanks 
to Ricky Bradeen, Annette Banker and Herb Carey, Bonnie Herbest, Staci Beaulieu, Ben 
Kittredge and Kris W ilson and everyone who donates tim e for all the time they give to this town 
and to the recreation department. Thanks to Travis M cSorely for donating his tim e to  winterize 
the field and snack shack this fall and every fall. I was very sad to lose Herb Carey last year. He 
was a big addition to the Rec Dept and the snack shack. He was a very special guy and m y hoys 
and I will m iss him  at every game and every function.
Numbers were dramatically low last year for the summer programs. Because o f this and the 
steady decline in years past, our summer programming will change next year. We have 
attempted to expand on what is offered for kids and adults in the community, I ’m very excited 
about our new direction and hopefully this summer will draw more kids and adults into our 
activities. W e’ll we working in conjunction with the school offering free lunches during these 
programs.
The Milo Recreation Departm ent would like to thank all the volunteer coaches and parents for 
peewee and travel sports. There are a lot o f  people in the community who help with a lot o f the 
little things. We are very lucky to have so many loyal and dedicated volunteers. A  lot o f 
commitment is involved and these program s would not run without all the parents!
Travel sports rosters continue to grow and be full. The traveling baseball and softball teams 
were able to raise enough m oney for a trip to see the Portland Sea Dogs game last summer.
Thanks to all that donated and helped them. Thanks to all the parents and coaches that help with 
travel sports. It’s very tim e consuming, a big comm itm ent and appreciated. Community 
offerings include dance classes through M orita’s School o f  Dance and Tae Kwon Do. In 
conjunction with the HS & MS coaches, sports program s offered have grown to include cheer 
camp and Seacoast United soccer camp. This year we added a peewee cheering camp through
<^ cac«<»cac«<«ca<»<^ ca(«c«cac»(«ca<ac«c«c«(»c«c^ c«c«cacacac«GaGacac!ac«cRcacacac«cacsa<!ac)ac9cacaGaGacaciaGacacaoacao5c4
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Milo Recreation Department Report 2018 - continued
the winter. We continue to offer Bouncing Bears basketball, peewee basketball, peewee soccer, 
little league as well as various travel teams for every sport for both boys and girls, women’s 
volleyball, indoor soccer and pickleball. W e have opened the town hall gym for basketball in the 
winter and added adult indoor soccer one evening a week. W e were able to hold a Halloween 
Haunted House for the 4 th year and it was a big success. Thanks so much to everyone that gave 
time and effort to make this happen for the kids. A s always, we hold a semi-formal dance for 
6th-Sth graders in the spring and participated in the ever-growing Hometown Holidays 
celebration.
As always thanks to the local businesses for sponsoring our teams and keeping the cost at free 
for parents. Almost all o f  our program s are offered for no cost. Good job I
Respectfully,
Jessica A tkinson 
M ilo Recreation Director
DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS
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Library Annual Report for 2017
The Milo Free Public Library staff is honored to continue to serve our community.
Our current library hours are: October thru M arch Noon -  6 PM and April thru 
September 1 - 7  PM.
The painting o f  the outside window trim  is to be completed this Spring by Butch Cramer 
and is being funded by the Frances Pinkham Donation.
The Children’s Summer Reading Program them e was ‘Build A Better W orld’. A $300 
Samuel and Rose Rudm an grant was applied for and received which provided new  books relative 
to building a better world. Seventeen children participated; a total o f  270 books were read and 
the final party was held downstairs. We had wonderftil support from volunteers and local 
businesses. Thank you all.
We checked out 4,445 books/periodicals. We had 85 new patrons and 168 new computer 
and wireless users. W e answered 1,012 reference questions which includes computer assistant 
and subject research. Download Library has been replaced with Bibliotheca/3MCloudLibrary. 
Over 600 e-books were checked out for the year.
We have an ongoing book sale downstairs and sold hardbacks and paperbacks for the 
year that totaled $121.65 which has proven to be more fruitful than an annual sale,
Milo Library continues to do interlibrary loans for the patrons through the Bangor Public 
Library with a total o f 41 books for the year.
We gladly recom m end books for patrons who have a particular interest such as mystery, 
suspense, romance, etc. and/or are looking for a new author. A  selection o f books is pulled from 
the shelves on a particular theme and displayed every two months in order to  bring attention to 
possible new  authors for our patrons to explore.
The downstairs continues to be used by various groups including: The Learning Center 
Adult Ed which provides area adults with educational options such as preparation for GED 
testing, High School Diploma and English/M ath Class transition programs (3 classes each week). 
The Book Group meets once a  m onth for discussion o f the current book they have selected. 
Various individual tutors bring a youth weekly from  Charlotte White or other organizations to 
use the library for computer use, reading and various games downstairs. Other uses are: once a 
week Art Club.
Thank you to  everyone who gave monetary gifts to enhance our book purchase 
throughout the year.
The Staff at the Milo Library look forward to a new  year with new books, patrons, 
projects and interests. W e hope everyone had a.good 2017.
Respectfully Submitted, 
Rochelle W illiams 
Library Director
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CEMETERY REPORT:
To the Citizens of M ilo
The spring of 2017 started out with a flurry of activity. We had a huge clean- up 
job, flat tires, and a burial on our first day back to work! Chris GJidden and I also 
welcomed a new member of our crew. Alysco Carey retired and John D'Agostino 
joined us. John worked hard, learned lots about the cemetery, and soon became a 
valued team member. Because we were able to have the cemetery sprayed spring 
and fall our grub and beetle problem was significantly iessened. We replaced 
topsoil, reseeded, watered, and had good regrowth of grass in many areas. We've 
worked hard to improve the appearance of the cemetery. We completely mowed 
and trimmed the property 18 times this year using 456 gallons of gas! We also 
power washed over 4,000 stones and made them look much brighter. We had 49 
burials. The garage got a fresh coat of white paint and green trim. We had many 
positive comments on that job. We also maintained the town property in Derby, 
the boat landing, Elaine's Cafe grounds and other small sites in town. We are 
looking forward to spring of 2018 with hopes of replacing our old garage. A new 
one with electricity, water, and enough storage space for our equipment would 
be a welcome sight.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert E. Hussey, Jr.
^Cemetery Forman
MILO TOWN HEALTH OFFICER’S REPORT:
It’s been a quiet year for the Milo’s Town Health Officer; I remain a 
staunch advocate for yearly flu shots-a readily available, inexpensive 
and easy way to help protect us during the flu season. I encourage you to 
gain regular healthy exercise and remind you that the Milo Recreation 
Department has various programs available including Pickleball at the 
Town Hall.
Respectfully submitted, 
Ben Kittredge 
Health Officer
i^ c»ca{acscaM<Mca<«c«Gaca<«c«cacac«<«caMGaGacaGacaoaGaGa<iaciacacaGacacacac!acacac5cacaciac«GaGac«Gac5Scacacac!aGacacaca
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The Budget Committee is comprised o f  volunteer members o f  the community that serve 
as an advisory board for the Selectmen. We look to the Budget Committee to review previous 
year’s budgets and see how  things can be adjusted effectively to help save the Town money. The 
Budget Committee meets with each Department Head and discusses that particular Department’s 
budget and makes recommendations to the Board o f Selectmen. At the end o f the budget 
process, the Budget Committee recommended the Board o f Selectmen accept the proposed 
budget and offered their suggestions and adjustments for the Board, and ultimately the Town to 
consider.
This year, as in previous years, the Budget Committee requested the Town Budget be cut 
10%. The rationale for this is the ever increasing MS AD 41 Budget and the unknown expense o f  
Atkinson leaving the SAD. W hen Atkinson leaves the SAD, the remaining towns have to pick 
up that lost revenue. Milo will be burdened with the largest portion. It becomes increasingly 
difficult to cut every year, but each Department cut wherever they could to reach that stated goal. 
Some items just can’t be cut any m ore than they have. Overall our budget remained the same as 
last year and I am satisfied with the efforts o f both the Department Heads and the Budget 
Committee.
Every year, it gets harder and harder to find people to serve on these committees. Taking 
time away from family and loved ones is always difficult and being on the Budget Committee 
guarantees that from September through December. I found that the members o f  the Budget 
Committee were very fair minded and realistic in performing the task they were handed. W hen 
you have such a diverse group with different ideas, there is bound to be vigorous debate. 
Ultimately a sound decision was made with no hard feelings. I appreciate their efforts and I 
would encourage the rest o f  the Town to do the same.
c«c»(«cia<sacacaGaGac!aGaoac4caGaGac«c!aoaGaoaciac«cacsaoac6acaGaGaGaoaGac«G3csG«caGacacac!acaG3.GacaGacaGacacacacaeaca<«Ciac)a
BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT:
Budget Committee
Darlene Vendelboe- Chairperson 
Alicia Hannon 
Donald Banker 
Jim Lord
Stephen Rideout 
Richard Rideout 
William London
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
We had a pretty good year for minor emergencies. I opened the Milo Town Hall 
three times because of winter storms with power outages from downed trees and 
high winds. Although there were not many people using it, it was still good to have 
available.
The Kiwanis has said that we can use their building if needed. This is well 
appreciated as it has a well-equipped kitchen and generator.
My thanks to Tom Capraro, our Piscataquis County EMA for his assistance and 
aid and also to Chief Damien Pickel who coordinates well with me on emergency 
situations.
Respectfully submitted, 
Jerry Cole
Milo Emergency Manager
SAFETY COMMITTEE REPORT:
The Town of M ilo 's Safety Committee is comprised of the Department Heads or their 
designee. The goal is to ensure that the employees and citizenry of the Town have a safe and 
compliant workplace environment. Not only is the workplace an area of focus, but the Town at 
large is taken into consideration. In order to achieve these goals, the Safety Committee confers 
with and works closely with the Maine Department of Labor and the Risk Management 
Department of the Maine Municipal Association.
The Safety Committee meets on a quarterly basis and at these meetings, we discuss safety 
matters that affect us all. From exposure control to traffic control, the Safety Committee 
ensures that Department Heads are kept informed of the latest in compliance directives and 
suggestions from Federal and State entities. The Safety Committee works to make sure that 
departments are outfitted with proper clothing and equipment to safely get their specific task 
done.
The Safety Committee adopted procedures to investigate workplace Injuries, which isn't 
aimed at finding fault, but more to find ways to avoid injuries from happening in the future. 
This helps to  reduce our worker's compensation
claims and insures that our employees are working in the safest manner possible.
I would like to thank the members of the Safety Committee for their 
dedication. There is always room for changes and Improvements and the Safety 
Committee is a big part of assuring that these things take place.
Respectfully submitted,
Damien Pickel
Safety Committee Chairman
c«<Kc»cac^ Gac«c«m<«<»mcac«<»<^ GacaGacac«Gac«ca(«(«cac!aciac«GaciaoaoacacaGaGiiC!acaGaGacacacacaGaGacaGaG«Gacacacac!ac5aca
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As we enter upon Budget Year 2018, we face the ongoing challenges that many small 
towns encounter. We must look with open minds at the way in which we do our 
budgeting and be realistic in terms of how we recognize both what we bring in and what 
we pay out. At the same time, we must be realistic about the fact that we are not, in any 
way, in full control over the cost of our future as a Town. If we look at our friends in 
Brownville, they were faced with the tough decision to completely defund a department 
last year. They felt that was necessary to keep their budget under control. Most of you 
know I am one who keeps it simple and to the point. In a long and drawn out message, 
we may lose the actual point that I am trying to get across. I truly appreciate the efforts 
made by the Budget Committee and the Department Heads to bring you the proposed 
Budget for 2018.
Last year, the State of Maine placed a burden back on the Town by "giving back" roads 
that were once maintained by MDOT. While it may seem small and insignificant to "just 
maintain another road", it does place additional burdens on our Public Works 
Department in terms of allocating funds for ditching, paving, and snow removal just to 
mention a few. It also brings up extra wear and tear on vehicles, overtimes costs and 
just about anything else you can think of. The State is surveying other roads to 
determine if any others can be turned back over to the Town. Just as our Town looks to 
cut costs, so does the State.
The Town's Budget Committee, which serves as an advisory board to the Selectmen, 
took on the unpleasant task of looking for ways to save the taxpayers money. I say 
unpleasant because that always involves cuts in the Municipal Budget. This year, the 
Budget Committee looked again to cut the Municipal Budget by 10%. The one constant 
that is always in the background is while the Municipal Budget can be cut every year, 
the School Budget is not controlled by the Municipality and it continues to rise. In 2017, 
the Budget Committee estimated $1,060,000.00 for the School Budget. While we still 
don't know the final decision about the anticipated exit of Atkinson from the SAD, there 
will be an additional expense absorbed by the surrounding Towns. Milo's share will be 
an approximate additional $110,000.00. An additional $120,000.00 is also estimated for 
contractual salaries, minimum wage increases and the continued maintenance of the 
schools. As you can see, the marker of $1,060,000.00 may turn into $1,200,000.00 
before the School Budget is set. As of this report, we do not have a figure for 2018 
regarding the school budget, but I can only assume it will be more-.
The Town continues to engage in the practice of robbing Peter to pay Paul. I realize the 
Town expects to keep its services and keep its schools here. We have done everything 
we can to live up to the Municipal expectations. The rest is up to you, the Taxpayer, to 
be engaged and informed about both the Municipal budget and the School Budget. You 
have the final voice.
Gamc«c«c«c«ca<^ oacaGac«Gac«GaGac)ac«GaciaG®caGaGacaGacacao3GaGaci«GaGaGaGaGaGaGacac5acacaGaGaGaoaGacaG4GaoaGaGac5aGaG4c«
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FROM THE ASSESSOR'S DESK 2017
HELLO FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS,
Greetings; It is that time of year again for your annual town meeting. I have a few things to mention and 
discuss with you today. Please take the time and call your Assessor's Agent for an appointment if you 
feel your house is overvalued. Other reasons to.call would be if you have buildings that may be gone or 
dilapidated, We as assessors of your community would like to have the corrected information before we 
send out tax bills and reduce the need for abatements. If you bought your house as a foreclosure it may 
not have been lived in for awhile and may need to be reviewed. Persona! from Hamlin Associates will be 
out to review properties in your community; we strive to get the correct information for your home. The 
owner's cooperation does make for a better assessment and a better result in fair and equitable 
assessment.
if you are a resident and have not applied for the home stead, please fjll.this paperwork out and get it to 
your town office or Hamlin Associates by April 1st. This is a reduction of value to your home before the 
taxes are figured worth, $20,000.00. If your home is valued at 120,000.00 your tax bill will be calculated 
on 100,000.00.00, it sure does help on your tax bill.
Tree Growth, Open Space and Farm Land classifications must be filled out by the April 1st date also, so 
please contact me if you need guidance of just want information on these programs.
Veterans who served in a Federally Recognized war period and reached the age of 62 or may be disabled 
may qualify for the Veteran's Exemption. We will need a completed application and a copy of your 
DD214. Send It to your town office or my office by April 1st so we can process this for your tax bill. You 
may also qualify if you are an unmarried spouse of a qualified veteran that has passed so please contact 
me if you have any questions.
If you need help with, any of these programs or Assessing questions, please call 876-3300.1 have copies 
for you to fill out or you can go to Maine.gov/property tax division for these applications. Our address is 
625 state highway 150 Parkman ME 04443. You can also email me at hamlmassociatesinc@gmail.com.
Respectfully,
Joshua Morin C.M.A. and
The crew of Hamlin Associates Inc.
c«<^ <^ «c»c«(^ c«Gaoac5ac^ c«Gacac«cac«t«<Kca<^ GacaGac«<»camcaGaoacacacac«cac!acacacac6acaoac«c5ac«c«caoaGaoaGaGacaGaGaca
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VALUATION
Real Estate 67,129,220.00
Personal Property 4,061,910.00 71,191,130.00
ASSESSMENTS
County Tax
Municipal Appropriation 
TIP Financing Plan Amount 
M.S.A.D. #41 Appropriation 
Overlay
121,970.00
2,090,453.85
16,247.81
1,101,869.10
50,909.87
ALLOWABLE DEDUCTIONS
Total Allowable Deductions 1,156,727.82
NET ASSESSMENT FOR COMMITMENT:
Valuation of $71,191,130.00 X.03125 2,224,722.81
MONEY APPROPRIATED AND ASSESSED:
0101 ADMINISTRATION 288,147 3301 PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT 86,403
0105 ANNUAL TRAINING 1,000 3801 PAVING PROGRAM 142,344
0111 RECORD RESTORATION 500 3851 TOWN ROAD RECONSTUCT 4,000
0161 COMPUTER EQUIPMENT RESERVE 5,000 4101 GENERAL ASSISTANCE 19,800
0201 TOWN HALL 48,295 5101 PUBLIC LIBRARY 34,605
0301 INSURANCES 83,730 5201 RECREATION DEPARTMENT 22,140
0401 PUNN ING  BOARD 550 5601 DEVIL’S SLEDDERS SNOWMOBILE 1,525
0402 APPEALS BOARD 225 5301 HARRIS FIELD COMPLEX 3,900
0601 TOWN HALL IMPROVEMENTS 15,500 5901 BOAT UNDING 3,100
0701 ASSESSING 21,640 6101 EVERGREEN CEMETERY 36,800
1101 POLICE DEPARTMENT 140,590 7101 SOCIAL SECURITY/MEDICARE 51,622
1121 POLICE CRUISER 15,422 7301 MAINE STATE RETIREMENT 10,500
1201 FIRE DEPARTMENT 79,531 7401 GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE 138,120
1211 FIRE EQUIPMENT 18,174 7501 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP. 11,558
1212 FIRE DEPARTMENT GEAR 6,500 7601 GROUP DENTAL INSURANCE 5,200
1991 FIRE DEPT. CONTINGENCY 4,803 7102 COMPLIANCE 700
1130 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 2,800 9101 INTEREST 1,000
1301 HYDRANT RENTAL 132,000 9302 INDUSTRIAL PARK 11,100
1401 STREETLIGHTS 30,000 9401 COMPREHENSIVE 2,500
1801 ANIMAL CONTROL 8,800 9501 TREE REMOVAL 1,000
1901 AMBULANCE SERVICE 9,000 9701 MEMORIAL DAY FLAGS 1,500
2101 PUBLIC HEALTH 6,100 9751 DECORATIONS 1,000
2221 SOLID WASTE/CURBSIDE
2222 CURBSIDE EQUIPMENT
165,600
41,250
9752 COMMUNITY EVENT COMMITTEE 2,500
3101 PUBLIC WORKS 275,230
3201 TOWN GARAGE 18,700 TOTAL MUNICIPAL APPROPRIATION
2,012,004
caoaca<^ cac«c«oa<^ Gacac!ac3<»<KGac«<^ <^ cac«c!aciac6a<^ camc«<^ c«ca<Kca<MGacac!«oac«ca<»cac«Gi5C!aGaGaGac«csGacaGa:Gac«cscaGa
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RECREATIONAL VEHICLE REPORT:
REGISTRATIONS PROCESSED:
BOATS 240 TRANSFERS 2
ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES 186 DUPLICATES 1
SNOWMOBILES 74 DUPLICATE
NON-RESIDENT SNOWMOBILES 33 STICKERS 0
NON-RESIDENT ATVS 31
FEES COLLECTED:
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE $25,440.00
NON-RESIDENT SNOWMOBILES 2,622.00
NON-RESIDENT ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES 2,078.00
NON-RESIDENT MILFOIL STICKERS 247.00
RETAINED BY TOWN . 804.00
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
BETTY I. GORMLEY 
TOWN CLERK
MOTOR VEHICLE REPORT:
THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF MOTOR VEHICLE TRANSACTIONS PROCESSED AT THE TOWN 
OFFICE IN 2017
RE-REGISTRATIONS NEW
PASSENGER CARS 1454 407
MOTOR HOMES 7 1
COMMERCIAL TRUCKS 76 27
TRAILERS 207 82
MOTORCYCLES 36 8
MOPEDS 4 2
ANTIQUE AUTOS n 3
TOTALS 1795 530
TRACTORS 0 BREAST CANCER 41
FARM TRUCKS 13 BLACK BEAR PLATES 11
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 0 CONSERVATION PLATES 28
TITLES PROCESSED 282 LOBSTER PLATES 12
INITIAL FEES COLLECTED 64 SPORTSMAN PLATES 40
LOST PLATE FEES COLLECTED 13 SUPPORT TROOPS PLATES 8
DUPLICATE STICKERS 35 UMS PLATES 1
DUPLICATE REGISTRATIONS 36 SALES TAX COLLECTED 338
BOOSTER 9 DISABLED VETERAN 4
TRANSIT PLATES 38 PURPLE HEART 2
TRANSFERS 173 VETERAN PLATES 86
AGRICULTURE PLATES 15 DISABILITY 20
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
SUSIE E. GLIDDEN 
MOTOR VEHICLE AGENT
<^ (^ <^ MGa<»c«Gaca<^ ca<^ oa(»oac!4Gac«GicaoaGaoaG«cacacac«caGacaG«C)acaGaG«oicacacacaGacaca<jiacacacaGacac5«Gacacacacac«ca
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TOWN CLERK’S REPORT:
TO THE CITIZENS OF MILO:
VITAL STATISTICS RECORDED:
BIRTHS 22 DEATHS 51
MARRIAGES 11 BURIAL PERMITS 27
MARRIAGE INTENTIONS 12
*FILED WITH STATE
DOG LICENSES SOLD;
INCLUDING ORNEVILLE 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
300 359 326 241 291
RECORDED:
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING AND RESULTS 
SPECIAL REFERENDUM ELECTION AND RESULTS 
DISTRICT REFERENDUM ELECTION AND RESULTS
TWO DISTRICT BUDGET VALIDATION REFERENDUM ELECTIONS AND RESULTS 
SNOWMOBILE PROGRAM MUNICIPAL/COUNTY GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAM AGREEMENT
SNOWMOBILE CLUB TRAIL MAINTENANCE GRANT-IN-AID AGREEMENT 
REFERENDUM ELECTION AND RESULTS 
ONE LIQUOR LICENSE 
74 APPOINTMENTS AND 56 OATHS
FEES COLLECTED:
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE: HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES $ 11,198.25
ANIMAL WELFARE BOARD: DOG LICENSES $ 1,503.00
CLERK FEES RETAINED BY THE TOWN: DOG LICENSE FEES $ 300.00
TRANSFERRED TO ANIMAL ACCT. $ 74LOO
TOWN CLERIC’S FEES $ 4,279.25
REGISTRAR’S REPORT:
THERE ARE PRESENTLY 1919 REGISTERED VOTERS IN THE TOWN OF MILO ENROLLED AS 
FOLLOWS:
DEMOCRATS
REPUBLICANS
UNENROLLED
536 GREEN 112
613 LIBERTARIAN 9
649
c«c«<»Gacacs<»c«cacac«c«c«c«c«cacac«<^ c«cac«c«G3;c«mcacacacaGac«ciiaGac«caoiciac«GacacaoiGacac6acacacac!aciaoaoic«caGacaca
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OUTSTANDING 2017 TA XES
Ade, Alyson *1,457.81 Bonsell, Gerald Jr. 392.81
Abbots Nadine R. *452.03 Bouchard, Paul H. 1,336.79
Allen, Shannon R. *104.38 Bourke, William A. 206.10
Allen, Timothy 991.25 Boutilier, Michelle A. 15.63
Alley, Tracy *236.25 Bragg, Sheena M. *243.18
Andella, Tom 1,289.06 Bragg, Sheena M. *44.06
Antenori, Christopher A. Jr. 715.63 Bragg, Sheena M. *387.89
Anthony, Mark *667.19 Brasslett, Terri J. 687.50
Anthony, Mark *511.56 Brasslett, Terri J. 238.44
Anthony, Mark *775.62 Brasslett, Terri J. 290.63
Anthony, Mark *466.87 Brewer, Betty L. *33.56
Arnold, Rosemary E. *279.37 Bridges, Keith R. & Jacqueline 4,999.38
Avery, Derek 137.50 Bromiley, Mary 637.50
Babola, Michael 355.63 Brooks, Robert B. *287.81
Badger, Everett 931.25 Brown, Danny 1,348.44
Badger, Everett 288.44 Brown, James 205.63
Badger, Everett 6. 456.56 Brown, James C. *272.81
Badger, George Jr. (Heirs of) 1,483.13 Brown, James Jr. 303.13
Badger, Johnnie 1,123.44 Brown, Trudy L. 494.06
Bailey, Eric C. 1,376.56 Brown, William P. *100.76.
Bailey, Leanne L. 465.94 Brown-Cianci, Lindsay 173.13
Baird, Judy E. 172.50 Burton, Merry L. 474.38
Baldwin, Robert J. *319.66 Cail, Michael J. 94.38
Bannerman, David *645.62 Camann, Michael 821.56
Bannerman, David *152.12 Campbell, Cory *353.76
Barnett Forest Products *1,938.12 Campbell, Cory 1,343.75
Beals, Stephen 704.38 Campbell, Cory 203.13
Beard, Kirk D. 1,663.75 Campbell, James S. *88.59
Beard, Kirk D. 1,390.94 Carey, Michael 737.50
Beard, Linda 211.25 Carey, Stephen K. 862.19
Beard, Linda 1,613.13 Carey-Horne, Jill 277.81
Beard, Nycole 772.81 Carpenter, Donna M. 790.63
Beard, Nycole 209.38 Chadwick, James R. 836.25
Beard, Nycole M. 250.63 Chambers, Joshua 293.44
Beard, Nycole M. 303.13 Cheman, Rogers. *1,104.18
Beland, Michael R. 484.06 Chessa, Virginia M, 2,379.06
Beland, Michael R. 123.75 Ciark, Ernest J. *869.37
Bennett, Eugene Jr. 292.30 Clement, Charles L. (Heirs of) "" 340.31
Berberian, Gregory 1,344.38 Colby, Rhonda 350.00
Bessler, David E. *407.19 Collins, Stanley G. *63.28
Bickford, William 1,099.06 Collins, Stanley G. *85.31
Bishop, Joni 970.94 Coons, Melissa Anne *564.37
Blethen, Elaine 857.50 Coston, Kelley 1,011.56
Bolstridge, Christine 396.88 Coston, Kelley 195.31
c«c«c«c«oacacac«c!aGacaca<«cacacacac«ra<^ caoacac«GacaGac!ac!acacacac5ac«cacacaGacacacaGacac«osc5aGactacacacaciacacacacacacacacaca
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OUTSTANDING 2017 TA X ES
Cousins, Leon A. *221.09 Ferris, Alicia F. 334.69
Cousins, Leon A. *308.12 Fiagg, Deborah. 964.69
Crossman, Donald 769.06 Forest Hill, LLC 490.63
Crossman, Donald J. 1,659.38 Fry, Rose 910.94
Crossman, Donald J. 970.63 Fuller, Terri D. 1,527.19
Crossman, George *238.04 Fusillo- Nugent, Lorna M. (Heirs 2,240.31
Cruz, Jose 666.88 Gallagher, Richard J. 413.13
D'Agostino, Arlene B. 422.50 Garcia Rodriguez, Felix M. 156.25
Daliadakis, John *744.53 Garcia Rodriguez, Felix M. 1,192.50
Davis, Anthony Jr. 877.19 Garcia, Adam R. *560.29
Dead Stream Properties, LLC 230.94 Genthner, Scott 2,092.19
Decker, Jordan 796.56 Genthner, Scott 1,287.50.
Decker, Matthew A. 2,008.75 Genthner, Scott A. 109.38
Delgety, John 182,50 Gerrish, Nichoi 800.94
Demaris, Roy D. *855.78 Giardini, Peter *950.69
Demers, Kenneth *301,28 Goodine, Susan 441.88
Desmarais, Patricia *327.97 Goodine, Susanna A. (Heirs of) 662.81
Desmarais, Patricia C. Living *640.15 Goulette, Gregory 420.00
Deutsche Bank National Trust 977.81 Gove, Carolyn M. 306.25
Dion, Dylan T. 1,570.00 Grant, Christian J. *230.94
Doughty, Ernest 590.94 Grant, Kathryn J. 475.31
Dow, Lynnette 766.25 Grant, Lisa 1,484.38
Drew, Bryant V. Jr. 750.63 Grant, Lisa 450.31
Dubois, George *322.81 Greenlaw, Kenneth E. *315.00
Dunphy, Virginia. M. 1,568.75 Greenlaw, Kenneth E. *693.13
Dunphy, Virginia M. 107.19 Griffin, Tamatha E. *740.31
Dziezyk, Elizabeth Anne 391.13 Grondin, Richard W. 534,69
Elliott, Noah A. 460.31 H & B Investments, LLC 3,711.56
Ellis, William 1,302.19 Hagelin, Dennis 414.69
Ellison, Louis A. 1,171.25 Hager, John 688.75
Ellison, Louis A. 687.81 Hall, Wendall . 645.31
Ellison, Tammy Lee 1,199.69 Harmon, Adam L. 47,19
Emera Maine *20,177.50 Harmon, Adam L. 2,232.81
Emery, Willard A. 1,115.00 Hartmann, Sarah Bowen 1,082.19
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust • *634.22 Heal, Parker B. 1,594.38
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust *102.81 Heath, Stephen A. *154.20
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust *103.44 Henderson, Deborah R. *553.54
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust *115.15 Henderson, Deborah Rose *450.88
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust *101.72 Henderson, Helen 1,763.13
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust *102.50 Henderson, Helen 1,940.63
Fabio, Ronald P. Trust *104.69 Hendrickson, Wesley *826.25
Federal National Mortgage 1,164.38 Herbest, Brian 419.06
Fernald, Matthew 237.81 Herbest, Ronald A. 286.56
ca<»(MC!acat«c«ca<«ts<^ <«caoac«cac«<«<«c«c«<«<«Mc«<«<^ ca<!ac«caGa<«GacacaGacacac!aoac«caGacaca<iacacacaGacaGac«Ga<i3cacaca<!aca
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Home, Jeffrey A. 277.81, Lane, Jason A. 137.50
Howlett, Lynette 931.25 Lane, Jason A. , 763.13
Huntley, Darrell 1,074.69 Laneau, James B. *700.31
Hurley, Bonnie G. *781.56 LaPointe, Alton J. Ill 852.19
Jay, Eugene C, (Heirs of) 1,811.25 LaPointe, Jim 174.69
Jay, Harold G. 165.31 Larrabee, Pamella *612.47
Jay, Richard *440.00 Laxton, Roberta D. *491.87
Jay, Stephen T. 951.88 Leeman, David *187.19
Jay, Wendell T. 184.38 Legendre, Peter 404.69
Jay, Wendell T. 196.88 Leighton, Shannon M. 625.31
Jay, Wendell T. 655.63 Levesque, Joseph 1,489.06
Jenkins, Nicholas 1,167.50 Lewis, Zina 857.81
Jenkins, Nicholas 2,015.31 Lewis, Zina 261.25
Jewell, Guri A. 309.38 London, Alex W. *526.56
Jewett, Julia 1,765.31 London, Alex W. *57.03
Jewett, Julia 1,543.13 London, Timothy E, 375.94
Johnson, Scotty L. *1,514.36 Loring, James E. 968.44
Johnson, Steven P. 2,157.81 Lyford, Diane L. *501.72
Johnson-Elliott, Emilie M. 1,801.56 Maccoll, Andrew D. 898.75
Johnston, Kenneth 107.19 Maccoll, Cheryl 1,324.38
Johnston, Kenneth 365.63 Maccoll, Cheryl 1,164.06
Jones, Lewis W. 222.81 MacDonald, Rachelle D. . 1,347.19
Jones, Rick *170.08 MacLeod, Janet W. 996.25
Jones, Rick J. 137.50 MacMillan, Ellen Lonergan *223.78
Jones, Rick J. 308.75 Maguire, David W. 1,198.13
Jones, Ricky 239.38 Maine State Housing Authority 2,130.31
Jones, William N. *538.90 Marchand, Raymond W. *512.81
Jopling, Joseph M. *459.85 Marino, Ronald J. 535.94
Joyner, Eric 920.31 Marino, Ronald J. 564.06
Joyner, Eric 1,107.19 Marino, Ronald J. 515.63
Keaton, Veronica *356.06 Marino, Ronald J. 107.19
Kelley, Kenneth 0. 1,478.75 Marino, Ronald J. 107.19
Kelley, Kenneth 0. 244.69 Marquis, Claude *784.69
Kendall, Beverley A. Devisees 1,294.06 Marquis, Claude *549.84
Kihmo, LLC . *609.69 Marquis, Wesley M. *928.59
Killoran, Frank J. 1,061.88 Marsh Mobile Homes, LLC 224.38
Knapp, Lester 1,119.06 Martino, Vincenzo 281.25
Knapp, Lester 1,119.06 Martino, Vincenzo 577.19
Knight, Frank *189.19 Martino, Vincenzo 241,56
Knowles, Barry F. 995.63 Matson, Michael K. *512.50
Knowles, Barry F. 261;25 Matson, Michael K. *94.53
LaFiamme, Richard G. *970.00 Matson, Michael K. *128.12
Lagoy, Brian E. J. 4,531.25 Matthew, James Jr. *670.18
cac«Gacacac«(Mcaca<a<»oac«cac«c«c«cacaca(a<K<a<a(»cacaciacacac!«cac!aGaGacacacaGacac4oac«cae4cacac!aGaca<«cac4Gacacacamcacaca
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Mayo, Danny 1,352.50 Pelletier, Robert M. *440.62
Mayo, Elizabeth *197.19 Pelletier, Robert M. *92.19
Mayo, Richard D. 1,115.63 Perkins, Frank (Heirs of) *781.15
Mayo, Richard D. 132.50 Perkins, Jason W. 972.50
McCart, Nancy E. (Giles) 1,013.44 Pio, Jacqueline L. 1,141.56
McCartney, David A. 516.25 Porter, Keith 566.88
McClure, Carolyn 1,738.13 Pratt, Mark L. 1,529.32
McCormick, Edward J. 418.44 Preble, David A, 2,336.56
McDuffie, Richard *53.59 Randall, James M., Jeffery F. & *311.66
Mcinnls, Valerie (Ogden) , 889.69 Randall, Jeffery F. 661.56
McLean, Barry 0. *477.19 Richards, Jonathan 2,488.44
McMahon, James E. Jr. *255.31 Richards, Jonathan D. 416.25
McSorley, Travis 367.50 Ricker, Crystal A. • 1,272.19
Medrano, Travis 720.00 Rideout, Diane J. Devisees 1,530.94
Merrill, Darlene 530.00 Rideout, George Jr. 894.06
Merrill, Roger K. *515.56 Rideout, Georgia J. 893.13
Meservey, Karen L.. 2,007.50 Rideout, Richard A. 509.37
Metilly, Gary P. 1,239.69 Roberts, Isabelle *279.84
Moaratty, Kevin L. 275.63 Robertson, Kirby P. (Heirs of) *107.75
Montana Proietti, Olivia A. 460.94 Robinson, Andrew 1,772.50
Moore, Kevin R. *1,043.55 Rockefeller, Johann 1,345.94
Morin, John F. 903.44 Rogers, Margaret 602.19
Morrison, Judy K. *251.19 Saunders, Harrison *144.84
Moss, David C. 1,361.88 Saunders, Tina 340.63
Mucci, Katherine M. 880.31 Saviolis, George 705.47
Muiherin, William J. *482.43 Schmidt, Douglas F. 638.13
Mulherin, William J. *299.09 Scott, Mark 1,462.81
Mullens, Valerie A. (Heirs of) 835.63 Seavey, Wayne R. 442,19
Murphy, James M. *1,011.72 Sebastianelli, John 989.38
Nadeau, Carolyn 1,743.75 Secretary of Housing and *515.00
Nee, Michael J. 303.13 Secretary of Housing and 1,177.50
Nee, Michael J. 69.06 Segerson, Tim 239.38
Nelsen, Albert H. Ill *683.12 Shirley, Gayle 1,254.06
Nickerson, Garry 704.38 Simoes, Daniel *590.31
Nickerson, Garry L. 839.38 Sinclair, Sebastian 1,142.50
O'Brien, Kevin 996.56 Small, Susan C. ‘ *420.00
Overlock, Valerie D. 1,197.19 Smith, Barbara A. 1,105.94
Owen, Robert E., Jr. 1,582.50 Smith, Keith 196.56
Page, Carleton D. 11 *498.28 Sneed, Garfield W. 1,618.13
Page, Evelyn *393.75 Snook, Keith *142.88
Page, Evelyn *730.94 Spack, Joseph 515.94
Pearl, Kevin 0. 113.44 Spack, Joseph J. 794.06
Peasley, Scott M. 1,085.63 Spell, Sara F. 498.44
c«c«G«cacia(«<»c«c«c«c«Ga<^ Gac«Gaca(^ «^ c«cac«oae«G«c«cacaaGaciacac«ca<5aGaGa<aca(!SGaGacacacacaGacaoacacaca(5aGamG«ca<«cac«cac«
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Spencer, Donna M. 1,118.75 Willey, Millard L  (Heirs of) 879.69
Sproul, Marilyn R. 3,034.06 Willinski, Elizabeths. 939.38
Steeplechase Properties, LLC 1,239.06 Witham, Michael 557.19
Steeplechase Properties, LLC 1,757.19 Witham, Michael 549.38
Steeplechase Properties, LLC 986.56 Witham, Michael E. 2,632.81
Steeplechase Properties, LLC 1,290.00 Witham, Michael E. 239.38
Steeplechase Properties, LLC 1,231.25 Witham, Michael E. 1>475.63
Steeplechase Properties, LLC 997.50 Witham, Michael E. 725.00
Sterling, Barbara *139.06 Witham, Michael E. 866.56
Sterling, Barbara *284.37 Witham, Michael E. 834.69
Stevens, Elizabeth L. 3,044.06 Witham, Michael E., Sr. 196.88
Stevens, Scott 1,527.81 Witham, Michael Sr.. 480.00
Stone, Ronald K., Jr. *1,023.33 Woodard, Philip A. *98.44
Strout, Clarence D. ■ *98.30 Woodland Acres Associates *11,006.40
Stubbs, Joshua D. 1,162.19 Wyman, Scott *636.75
Sullivan, Edward M. 1,166.88 York, Christopher G. *273.44
Sullivan, Edward M. 1,235.63 Young, Francis D., Jr. *982.97
Sullivan, Edward M. 1,232.81 Zelkan, Terrie Sinclair . 443.75
Sullivan, Edward M. 1,709.69 Ziemer, David 2,181.25
5venson,Joy 1,782.81 Ziemer, David F. 492.81
Taheny, Kara J. 192.19
Teardrop Logging & Construct 286.25
Thompson, Zachary G. *786.71
Titus, Randolph B. 315.00 TOTAL: 345,324.23
Toner, James D. *570.62
Tozier, Nahum R. *237.33
Trott, Richard 184.38 ^Partial Payments
Valanzuolo, Vincent *1,027.84
Vallee, Phillippe R. 612.50 A s o f  01-01-2018
Varney, Joel *300.00 •
Volz, Donald 333.13
Von Torne, Christina *759.53
Wagner, Lois • 1,794.38
Warren, Douglas V., Sr. 173.13
Warren, Isabelle R. 557.19
Warren, Victoria L. 510.63
Washburn, Michael L. 225.00
Webb, Kay S. 1,498.75
Weinschenck, Karl 810.00
Weinschenck, Karl 837.50
Wellman, Erika G. 918.13 -
Whitmore, Dennis l ,  Sr. 1,076,88 ’ •
Wilds, Andrew R. 2,063.75
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OUTSTANDING 2016 TA X ES
Andella, Tom 1,436.97 Ferris, Alicia F. 411.53
Babola, Michael 434.22 Flagg, Deborah 524.10
Badger, Everett 1,048.92 Fry, Rose 1,074.70
Badger, Everett
CO°q•s Fusil lo-IMugent, Lorna M. (Heirs 2,638.03
Badger, Everett G. *275.77 Garcia Rodriguez, Felix M. *176.33
Badger, George Jr. (Heirs of) 1,647.42 Garcia Rodriguez, Felix M. 1,501.69
Badger, Johnnie 1,257.36 Gerrish, Michol *614.05
Bailey, Lean neL. 1,222.10 Good ine, Susan *231.93
Baird, Judy E. *148.53 Goodine, Susanna A. (Heirs of) 757.81
Beard, Kirk D. 1,695.20 Gove, Carolyn M. 371.12
Beard, Linda 437.55 Grant, Kathryn J. 723.92
Beard, Linda 1,788.40 Grinnell, Laurie 468.38
Bickford, Wiiiiam 1,230.92 Grondin, Richard W. 618.86
Blethen, Elaine 1,138.38 Hager, John 785.94
Bolstridge, Christine 469.40 Hall, Wendail 738.83
Bromiley, Mary 730.36 . Hartmann,Sarah Bowen *372.32
Brown, Trudy L. *558.66 Henderson, Helen *1,934.89
Burton, Merry L, 722.90 Henderson, Helen *2,224.94
Camann, Michael 929.97 Herbest, Brian 662.91
Carey, Michael *386.85 Hicks, Alfred *709.03
Carolin, Elizabeth 488.72 Howlett, Lynette *667.12
Carpenter, Donna M. 1,075.42 Huntley, Darrell 1,204.49
Chambers, Joshua 357.23 Jay, Harold G. 387.73
Chessa, Virginia M. *2,094.15 Jay, Wendell T. 512.11
Clement, Charles L. (Heirs of) 417.63 Jenkins, Nicholas 1,305.13
Colby, Rhonda 418.57 Jenkins, Nicholas 2,234.13
Conner, Peter 55.95 Jewell, Gurl A. 204.87
Coston, Kelley 'l,136.03 Jewett, Julia 1,953.45
Coston, Kelley *244.24 Jewett, Julia 1,617.17
Crossman, Donald J. 1,091.62 Kendall, Beverley A. Devisees 1,442.38
Cruz, Jose 781.34 Killoran, Frank J. *153.57
D'Agostino, Arlene B. 666.64 Knowles, Barry F. 1,118.74
Decker, Matthew A. 2,227.00 Knowles, Barry F. 322.32
Delgety, John 236.92 Lagoy, Brian E. J. 4,953.04
Dion, Dylan T. 1,751.20 Legendre, Peter 477.88
Doughty, Ernest 849.32 Leighton, Shannon M. *231.48
Dow, Lynnette 869.98 Lewis, Zina 1,148.29
Dunphy, Virginia M. 1,909.73 Lewis, Zina 331.88
Du nphy, Virginia M. 155.25 Maccoll, Andrew D. *25.63
Eldridge, Jason 298.60 Maccoli, Cheryl 1,484.81
Ellis, William *738.53 Maccoll, Cheryl *42.76
Ellison, Tammy Lee 1,340.04 MacDonald, Rachelle D. *533.49
Emery, Willard A. 1,427.19 Marino, Ronald J. 620.22
G3c«c«Gac«c«Gaciac!aGac2ac!a<saciaGac5aGamGao2GacaGaGac!aGacacac«Gac!aGaGacficSGiac«Gacs8caGac!aGSGac«cac5aGacsacs3cacaGaGacaGaGac««5acaca
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Marino, Ronald J. 650.73 Sullivan, Edward M. 1,375.97
Mayo, Richard D. 1,248.88 Sullivan, Edward M. 1,320.26
Mayo, Richard D. 182.69 Svenson, Joy *356.12
McCart/Nancy E. (Giles) 1,138.05 Teardrop Legging & Construct *317.63
McClure, Carolyn 1,890.52 Titus, Randolph B. *331.90
Metilly, Gary P. 1,552.88 Trott, Richard 238.95
Moaratty, Kevin L. *296.50 • Vailee, Phillippe R. *416.62
Morin, John F. *1,164.42 Wagner, Lois *996.56
Mullens, Valerie A. (Heirs of) 736.51 Warren, Isabelle R. 643.26
Nadeau, Carolyn 1,930.06 Warren, Victoria L. 762.22
O'Brien, Kevin 102.76 Washburn, Michael L. 283.00
Overlock, Valerie D. 1,337.33 Webb, Kay S. 1/843.37
Pearl, Kevin 0. *232.39 Willey, Millard L. (Heirs of) 993.00
Peasley, Scott M. 1,216.34 Wiilinski, Elizabeths. 1,227.18
Perkins, Jason W.- 1,093.65 Woodard, Anita 100.00
Pio, Jacqueline L. 1,277.01
Porter, Keith 832.77 Total: 124,344.13
Prebie, Norma 176.10
* Partial PaymentsPrise, Jessica 400.28
Richards, Jonathan 2,739.41 As of 01/01/2018
Richards, Jonathan D.. *291.27
Rideout/George Jr. 1,008.59
Rideout, Georgia. J. *683.35
Robinson, Andrew *1,716.87
Rogers, Margaret 871.07
Sebastianelli, John 1,111.95
Smith, Barbara A. *790.35
Smith, Keith 252.18
Sneed, Garfield W. 1,746.55 •
Spack, Joseph J. *400.00
Spaulding, George 1,520.00
Spencer, Donna M. 1,421.70
Stubbs, Joshua D. *510.86
Sullivan, Edward M. *1,102.93
Sullivan, Edward M. *805.13
caca<KGa<^ cacacacacaca<^ <»cac«c«caGaciacaGacacaoaGacacaGaGacaGaoaGacaGac3aGiaca<5acaGacaciacacacac4caoacacacacacaGacacaoaoacaca
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OUTSTANDING 2016 PERSONAL PROPERTY
Air-Serv
Country Classics
Sentury Finahcial Corporation
50.05
48.75
51.03
TOTALr 149.83
OUTSTANDING 2017 PERSONAL PROPERTY
Ababa Investments, LLC 
Country Classics 
Estes, Patricia 
H & B Investments, LLC 
Mars Machine 
Milo House of Pizza 
The Coca-Cola Company 
Woodland Acres Associates
184.69 
46.88 
21.25 
1,375.00 
114.53 . 
175.78 
12.19 
166.25
TOTAL 2,096.57
c«c«<scaca6i<«<«caoac«<«c«<«<«cac«c^ cacaca<sc«caca<M<^ c«cac«c«c«Gacacacac6aca<!aGicacaGacacaGacacacaoaGac«o«c!acacacaca
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Gi<Kc«caca<K<«cac«cac«<^ cac^ mc«<«c«c«cacac«<K<5a(^ c«cacaGac«c«(^ cacat«c«cacacst8^ p4<K<^ GaiMC8:<Kc«cac«ca<fScacacaGaca
2017 TAXES
Prepaid in 2016 and 2017 $. 
Carried Forward to 2017 Taxes
29,788.00
$ 29,788.00
SUPPLEMENTAL
2017 Supplemental Taxes $ 13,763.44 •
Collected in 2017 $ 13.763,44
Balance Outstanding- $ 0.00
MILO EXCISE TAXES
2017 Vehicle Excise Receipts. $ 327,804.89
2017 Boat Excise Receipts $ 2,702.10 
$330,506.99
ORNEVILLE BOAT EXCISE TAXES
2017 Excise Receipts 
State of Maine
$ 418.40
$ 208.40
General Administration $ 210.00
$ 303,60
ORNEVILLE VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES
2017 Excise Receipts $ 41,851.74
State of Maine $ 40,273.74
General Administration $ 1.578.00
$ 41,851.74
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
BETTY L GORMLEY 
TAX COLLECTOR
<^ c«cacac^ <aca(ac«<«c«<^ oacac«oara<^ cacac6ac!aGacaGa<Aa<saGac«c«cacaoi<5aGacacaoaca(iactacacaGacaGaGac!acaGacacsacaGacaGScac4
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PLUMBING INSPECTOR’S REPORT:
To the citizens o f the Town o f M ilo -  herein is my Annual Report o f the Town’s Plumbing activities:
TOTAL PERMITS ISSUED:
Internal Permits 8
Sub-surface Permits 7
Field Only Permits 1
TotalPerm its 16
AMOUNT OF FEES COLLECTED:
Fees Submitted to State o f  Maine $ 560.00
Fees Retained by CEO $ 1,682.00
Fees Submitted to DEP $ 105.00
Total Received $2,347.00
TYPE FEE CEO STATE DEP
988 Peter Farrar INT 50.00 37.50 12.50
989 Joseph Paradis INT 40.00 30.00 10.00
990 Patrick Noble INT 40.00 30.00 10.00
991 Kenneth Demers SUB 265.00 187.50 62.50 15.00
992 James Loring INT 80.00 60.00 20.00
993 Donald Richards SUB 265.00 187.50 62.50 15.00
994 Kiwanis Visitor Ctr. SUB 265.00 187.50 62.50 15.00
995 Kiwanis Visitor Ctr. INT 150.00 112.50 37.50
996 Michael Harris SUB 265.00 187,50 62.50 15.00
997 Bissell Brothers INT 130.00 97.50 32.50
998 Bissell Brothers FIELD 300.00 262.50 37.50
999 Bissell Brothers SUB 530.00 452.50 62.50 15.00
1000 Alex Travassos SUB 265.00 187.50 62.50 15.00
1001 Ricky Bradeen IN T 70.00 52.50 17.50
1002 Ron Desmarias SUB 265.00 187.50 62.50 15.00
1003 John Poole SUB 110.00 82.50 27.50
*CEO and State share in the fees collected. No money retained by town.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
DANIEL GILBERT
LICENSED PLUMBING INSPECTOR #0380
c^c«c«c«ca<«ca<^<»caGacac«c«caGaGac«c«Gam< (^KcaGaciaGaGacaGaGaGao«oaGaGaGacaG5cacacacaGacac5acs«c«caGacacacaca<5aG«cac!a
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BUILDING INSPECTOR’S REPORT:
04/10 DONALD PATTEN 191 RIVER ROAD M AP 2, LOT 37
40 x 40 TW O BAY GARAGE
JOYCE M CDUFFIE 145 JO E RAYM OND ROAD M AP 3, LOT 5
24 x 28 FAM ILY RO OM  ADDITION
JOSEPH PARADIS 3 W ATER STREET MAP 17, LOT 28
ADD % BATH UPSTAIRS & REM ODEL DOUWNSTAIRS BATHROOM
05/15 PA U LD U R EPO  32 PARK STREET MAP 14, LOT 158
DEM O ATTACHED GARAGE & BARN
DENNIS HATCH 201 PARK STREET M AP 16, LOT 14
DEM O ATTACHED SHED, REPLACE W ITH BEDROOM
PATRICK NOBLE 311 HOVEY ROAD M AP 6, LOT 36-2
INSTALLING TRAVEL TRAILER ON SLAB, CONNECT TO EXISTING SEPTIC, 
BUILDING 12 x 20 SHED
06/21 JAM ES LORING D EER RUN DRIVE M AP 6, LOT 9
DEM O EXISTING HOM E, INSTALL CONCRETE PAD, INSTALL 28 x 40 
OXFORD M OBILE HOM E
09/08 DANA PERKINS SR. 5 M EDFORD ROAD M AP 6, LOT 10
24 x  32 GARAGE ON CEMENT PIERS 1 FOOT ABOVE FLOODPLAIN ELEVATION
DA RLENE LEDET 187 M AIN STREET M AP 4, LOT 30
GARAGE W HERE EXISTING DECK W AS, FINISH PORCH ON FRONT OF HOUSE
TH REE RIVERS KIW ANIS GERRISH ROAD M AP 8, LOT 5
3 8 x 5 6  BUILDING FOR VISITOR CENTER AND RESTROOMS
TH REE RIVERS KIW ANIS GERRISH ROAD MAP 8, LOT 5
30 x  40 COLD STORAGE BUILDING
JU STIN  GORECKI 145 RIVERSIDE STREET MAP 19, LOT 45
16 x  22 BEDROOM  ADDITION TO FRO N T OF HOUSE
BISSELL BROTHERS 157 ELM  STREET M AP 2, LOT 44-3
1 0 x 5 0  ADDITION, M AJOR INTERIO R STRUCTURAL RENOVATION
ca<3aG9c«c«c^ cacacao5Gac«cac«c«caGaGaGaGaG4Gacac«G8CiacaGacaG«cacaGaGacac«G«C5aGaGaoaciaoaGaGa<!aGaoacaGacacaGacaGacacac!a
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BUILDING INSPECTOR’S REPORT:
12/06 FRED TRASK 221 W EST MAIN STREET MAP 4, LOT 25
32 x  30 ADDITION TO GARAGE
ALEXTRAV ASSOS RIPS ROAD M AP 17, LOT 8
A-FRAM DW ELLING
MILO DEV. CORP. 21 W EST MAIN STREET M AP 17, LOT 52
REMOVE & REPLACE 81 FT. 8 INCH x 12 FT. PORCH
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
DANIEL GILBERT
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER #441
c^ ca<>aG«cs<^ cac>aGac«cacacacaGac«<^ cac«c«oscaGaoacaGaGaGacaGaG9Gacac5ac«GacaGaca<tac«cacacacacacaGaoaciicac!acacaGac«Gaca
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MAYO Rl
HIGHLIGHTS
. 2017 ANNUAL REPORT FROM HAD 4
Message from the President and CEO 
Many of.my messages this year, as well as messages in the State 
and National news, speak about the challenges of Rural 
Healthcare. Those are real, but as we enter into the New Year, I 
would like to highlight the top 4 reasons I am grateful to be a 
leader at Mayo Regional Hospital.
Engaged Providers and Employees - 1 know that Mayo Providers 
and Employees get up every day, come to work and do their best, 
with Patient Safety at top of mind. For a small rural region, we 
have the most tatented, caring and engaged workforce. We have 
added five new Physician and Non-physician providers this year, it 
is great to have them join our team and our community.
Enhanced Access to Care - Our providers and employees in our 
physician practices have reached a milestone of over 50,000 
patient visits. Our Rural Health Clinics were awarded Patient 
Centered Mediqa] Home Level 3 recognition by NCQA this year. I 
am very proud of a new initiative that they implemented this year;
•with-same day open acute appointments. 
This aitows patients who are ill to get 
an appointment same day, and
WMIMWh. avoic* an exPens’ve t0 tlie 
Emergency Department.
-  Dr R. William Rice
Orthopedics & Kyphoplasly
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Investment in our Facility and our Community - This past 
year our Board allocated the financing to allow us to 
upgrade many parts of our facility. We have re-modeled 
our Inpatient Unit including a new Nurse's station, SCU 
rooms, private rooms, bathrooms and family friendly 
nourishment stations. This has made a much more 
inviting and quiet environment for patients and families.
NEW ^ M 5 p S | 0 i 7
o Dr. JohniDa|||'tt • 
Infernal :M|digipe:; ■
o Dr, Krjsfaji ;Waj=:heV 
FP/CB wlthG-se'ctjon
o Df. Bill Ricje 
Orthopedics'
Our new Oncology Unit, the "Tracy Hibbard Kasprzak 
Cancer Treatment Center" was dedicated in September.
It is a brand new more private, modern and safe facility. 
We are excited to have this new space and are working 
actively with our partners at Cancer Care of Maine to 
expand services.
Partnerships and Collaboration - We have known for a 
long time that partnerships play a very important role in 
sustaining services in a rural community. Over this past 
year, we have further expanded our relationship with our 
partner, EMHS (Eastern Maine Health System). We are 
exploring becoming a full member of the system, as 
there are many benefits that could be brought to Mayo 
by joining a larger system. We are already partnering 
with our colleagues at CA Dean and Sebasticook Valley 
Health. We are sharing providers and staff when we can 
to enhance services in both of our areas. They are 
proving to be great partners.
There is so much more to tell. Even though rural 
healthcare is challenged, there are so many great things 
happening. We need to pause to reflect and give thanks 
for our good fortune!
Sincerely,
Marie Vienneau BSN, FACHE
Mayo
Regional Hospital
Together, We're Better.
For questions or further information please contact: 
Marie Vienneau, President & CEO: 564-4251
° Dr, Bernard Perlman 
Internal Medicine,
Hospital Medicine
o Pam Peiiofeirwin 
NP, Hospital Medicine
s Dr. Jonathan fferiahd 
Pain Management
NEW SERVICES 2017
° interventional Pain Management
® Kyphopiasty •“ /
® -3D Marrilfibgraphy
o }iipatient/0utpatieht Psychiatry 
Consultation (CHCS)
« Expanded Qneology
° Expanding addiction treatment to 
primary care practices
MAYO/fyHS '
9 Many'afe aware that Mayo's Board 
has been talking with EMHS about 
affiliation for 'nearly two years
« We are currently operating under an 
Inter! magfeement
° Mayo's §oarej hasjpe nt-the last year 
workinl vyte;EMH5'.'ahd getting 
edupatibn ffpth’.th6fh .about their 
organiza'tjdp .• :
® VVe.a?e.identifying areas we can 
collaborate to improve
® A math plpser'wbrkihg-relatiqnship 
would, be created with 0A Dean.
® Another agreemeHt wiil be proposed 
to begin janu'afy'iQi8. this agreement 
will establish timelines for community 
education and further discussion 
during the coming year
mc«<M(«<»cacaGaGac«Ga<^ <»ca<«c«(«ca<»c«McaGa<^ GacaGa<M<»c«c«c«GaGaGaGacaGacaGaG5GacacaoaGacacacacaGRcacacaGaciaGaGa
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ATTENTION RESIDENTS OF BROWNVILLE, MILO, LAKE VIEW  
PLANTATION, EBEEMEE TWP, T4R9, & WILLIAMSBURG TWP
Penquis Solid Waste Corporation 
Hours of Operation 
2018-2019
Slimmer Hours
May 1,2018-October 28,2018 
Wednesdays, Saturdays,
& Sundays 
8:00am-4:00pm
Winter Hours
October 29,2018 -  April 30,2019 
Wednesdays and Saturdays 
8:00am -  4:00pm 
Closed Sundays
USER FEES Effective January 1.2015
Unstripped Mattress or Box Spring........................................................... $5.00 Each
Stripped Mattress or Box Spring........................................................... NO CHARGE
Refrigerators (including gas) and Air Conditioners.................................$15.00 Each
E-Waste and Universal Waste (Televisions, Computer Monitors, etc.)........ ...................$5.00 Each
Bulky Waste (Furniture, etc.).................................................................... $5.00 Each
Wood Waste/Bum Pile (1/2 Ton Truck/Single Axle Trailer)......................$5.00 Each
Wood Waste/Burn Pile (1 Ton Tmck/Double Axle Trailer).....................$10.00 Each
Carpets:
3ft. x 3 ft. or less.............................................................Free with regular household was!
Less than 9 ft. x 12 ft................................. ....................................................... $10.00 Eac
Less than 12 ft. x 15 ft.......................................................................................$20.00 Eac
More than 12 ft. x 15 ft..................................................................................... $35.00 Eac
Demo (CDD) Debris & Shingle Prices: XA  Ton Truck $50.00 per load, 1 Ton Truck $85.00 per 
load, Single Axle Trailer $50.00 per load and Dual Axle Trailer $85.00 per load.
(Updatedprice as o f 5/3/2017)
(FREE E-WASTE DISPOSAL FIRST SATURDAY OF EVERY MONTH) 
IF THE GATE IS CLOSED, THE FACILITY IS CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS
MILO POLICE 
FIRE DEPARTMENT 
AMBULANCE 
SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
STATE POLICE 
POISON CONTROL 
EMA JERRY COLE
911
911
911
1-800-432-7372
1-800-432-7381
1-800-440-6305
279-7188
NON EMERGENCY NUMBERS
POLICE BUSINESS 
DISPATCH SERVICE 
FIRE BUSINESS 
AMBULANCE BUS. 
ANIMAL CONTROL 
MAYO HOSPITAL
943-2522
564-3304 (24 HRS)
943-2303
943-2950
943-2202
564-8401
MILO AREA PHONE NUMBERS
SPECTRUM 1-800-833-2253 WATER DISTRICT 943-2501
HIGHWAY GARAGE 943-7756 RECREATION DEPT. 717-7257
TOWN OFFICE 943-2202 TOWN MANAGER 943-2376
TOWN OFFICE FAX 943-2785 LIBRARY 943-2612
SELECTMEN FOR MILO PHONE TERM ENDS SENATOR DOUGLAS THOMAS
LEE MCMANNUS (Chair) 943-2202 2019 DISTRICT #27
PAULA COPELAND 943-2202 2019 STATE ADDRESS
PETER HAMLIN 943-2202 2018 3 STATE HOUSE STATION
TONY HAMLIN 943-2202 2020 AUGUSTA, ME 04333
ISABELLE WARREN 943-2202 2018 STATE PHONE NUMBER
287-1505
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS PHONE TERM ENDS 1-800-423-6900
BRYAN BOYCE 943-7317 2018
CHRISTINE HAMLIN 943-7317 2020
SHEILA ELLIS 943-7317 2019
DENISE HAMLIN 943-7317 2018
BURN PERMITS
DAVE PREBLE 943-2227
LEON BROWN 
\
943-5157
LIBRARY HOURS SUMMER WINTER STATE REPRESENTATIVE 
PAUL T. DAVIS, SR.
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY 1 -7PM 1 2 -6  PM DISTRICT #26
FRIDAY 1 - 7  PM 1 - 7  PM STATE ADDRESS
SATURDAY CLOSED 10-12 PM 2 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, ME 04333-0002 
STATE PHONE NUMBER 
287-1400 (VOICE)
287-4469 (TTY)
TOWN OFFICE HOURS 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
7;0O AM TO 4:00 PM 
FRIDAY
7:00 AM TO 2:00 PM
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